Guest Writes Column
This week, due to the late return of one of the
r columnists. Bob Clark. Fred Bishop h3s
uTitten a guest column. Fred is a junior in ElecEngineering from Beaufort and is a member
of the feature st3ff of The Tiger.
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Who's Who Taps 33 Juniors, Seniors
These 33 Outstanding Students Have Grade Point Ratio Of 3.1

Queen, TAPS
Beauties Reign
At Homecoming

ISA Skit Wins
First Place In
1959 Tigerama

By MARGARET HOOVER
Tiger News Writer
The third annual presentation of Tigerama was held last
:r 1-. =.'.:'Friday in Memorial Stadium. A
ttnttttU
crowd of about 12,000 people was
there to observe the skits, pep
rally, crowning of the queen,
fireworks and other festivities.
be othei
■ese sis
The first prize of S100 in the
skit section went to the InterTans'
national Student Association
s beauty
which presented a takeoff on
the Pershing Rifles entitled
"Russian Rifles". Second prize
of $50 went to the MecklenBfeBBCk. Americaa Ceran-.i- >■:■burg County Club for their woAlice Pruitt. American j
manless wedding.
Society of Mechanical Er.rineers: Pat SatterfieM. Glee
The S25 prize for the best specialty act went to "Vogues in
Club: Rose Rodrers, Rera- i
mos: Nancy Jane Cook. SigSound", a skit including modern
music with excerpts from the
ma Zeta: and Wynn Horton. ?
YMCA Cabinet.
broadway musical and a calypso
number, which starred Dan Ri•Taps Sweetheart" will be
chards. Mose Macfie. John Madinamed from these seven girls.
son and several Clemson coeds.
Allan Sloan. Frank Erskridge, Erwin Abell. John Swartzfager,
Jay Adams and Richard Shick. Back row: Ed Maddox. Hugh
"Mrs. Taps" win be selected This year's membership in Who's Who consists of: left
picture: front row. left to right: Mose Macfie. Jim Scott. Dave
Hugh McClimon. Bill Turner and Ed Gettys. In the picture McCord. Tom Harmon, Bill McGee. Glenn McGee, Luther i A special award for the most acfrom the married student's
Jeter. Bob Boles. Bob Clark. Bill Sanchez. Buck Deaton and
on the right are: front row. left to right: Jim Youngblood, Bigby. John Preston and Larry Edwards. Absent when picture i tive club went to the American
wives.
Rudy Jones. Back row: Martin Cooper. Larry Patterson.
Booty Roberts. Joe Whitaker. T. G. Hanner, Harvey White, was taken was Ray Griffin. (Tiger photo by Bill Johnson.) j Ceramic Society.
Jucre-s for the queen arrrl her
The Pre-Tigerama ceremonies
cotnt were Dottie Eeazer
began at 7:10 followed by a pep
::r c: tie Brenau Bubbles: C-er.e
rally. At 7:30 the festivities began
Jc-es managing editor of Garwith the crowning of Miss Tignet and Black: Alice Dean, edi-'
erama of 1959, Miss Nancy Edtor of Purman Bonhomie; and]
wards of Clemson, by Miss Tigdirector of Ti-;Cup: Senior class president: The Taps junior staff: The Tiger sen-1 Agronomy Club; member of Ex- ,ors.
Jimmy stacker representing the? Thirty - three Clemson College and Assistant
iff and Numeral Society.: ecutive Sergeants, Blue Key. ■ Hugh Calvin McCord. Jr., of erama of 1958. Miss Barbara DilTiger senior staff: Clemson repWoford student government.
*sttJdents have been named to gersma.
Tirrer Brotherhood and Council Hodges, is a Pre-Medicine ma- lard of Anderson.
Participating in the corona- "Who's Wh in American Colleges' Robert Houston Boles from Lex- resentative to S. C. Student Leg- He is a Physics senior.
;
Raymond Watson Griffin, an'of clubs Presidents.
jor; received high honors; as:::- ceremonies wen Senior Pfar ■nd IWveisffies ?.J announced ington, a- ^:ius:r:z; Management islature; member and leader of
The attendants were Wilma
toon, Pensbing Rifles, Daniel 'Wednesday by Greg Hughes, ch- senior, has been president of Blue Pershing Rifles; Cadet Lt. Col- Architectural senior of Dillion, I David Gilliam Jeter, Jr. of sistant Student Chaplain: mem- Bonham, Nancy Bonnette, Mary.:zr. School Band and the Clem- re;::: of student aid and place- Key; r:re:::r ::' T;jerarr.a: vice- rr.el: DMS,; member Executives received the Minaret Award in Columbia, received the Schlum- ber of YMCA Cabinet, Phi Era garet Hoover and Anne Sher-eat. The group includes two jun- president of Tiger Brotherhood; Sergeants: Member and officer of 1957; the Ramseur Scholarship Merger Foundation Scholarship; j Sigma and Campus Christian man. Miss Tigerama and her
jsr- Crllege Tiger Band.
:-president of senior class: an SAME: member and officer of in 1959; was Taps editor in 1959; i member of Senior Council, foot-JLife Committee; member and of- attendants were introduced by
Tom MMord, president of Uors and 31 seniors.
baU
manager: cadet platoonjficer of YMCA Council; Relig- the assistant master of cerethe .Alumni Association, l Selection to Who's Who is con-.honor cadet: member of Council Scabbard and Blade: member representative to Student As-'
crowned Miss Newman as the sidered to be one of the most out- 'of Club Presidents; and a repre- Council of Club Presidents: mem- sembly; was a columnist on The leader: member of Phi Eta Sig- ious Activities Council: Council monies, Dan Richards. The masma
. Phi Kappa Phi,. TRE. ATEE. of Club Presidents; hall counse- ter of ceremonies for this year
highlight of the halftime cere- standing honors a college student sentative to S. C. Student Legis- ber Blue Key and Tiger Brother- Tiger; a CDA officer; member;
of
Blue
Key
and
Tieer
Brother-'
junior
follies committee and Slip- ■ lor; and assistant business di- was Bob Hunnicutt.
monies. Assisting him were can receive. According to the na- lature.
hood.
staf£: he nas also Deen
hood;
member
and
officer
of
>*«*
an'rector of WSBF.
••Booty" Roberts and Erwin tional office's memorandum on
Other skits were presented by
Robert Nelson Clark of North
Larry Russell Edwards, an agAbeD.
Humphrey Glenn McGee, an Mu Beta Soi, Faculty Square1
selection, c.:alr:'::a:::ai are bas- Charleston is an Applied Math ricultural education major of Lan- Numeral Society; AIA, Alpha officer of Tau Beta Pi.
Edwin Rudolph Jones, Jr.,! Architectural major from Harts- i dance team, Tiger Tones, Persh7. - - ■ :::_:■?- bv Xu ed on character, scholarship, senior who has received highest drum, has been student body Psi Omega and Council of Club
Physics major, of Dillon, has re- ville, has been a member and ring Rifles, Fainettfes, Mac Mcleadership in extra-curricular ac- honors 2, high honors 1 and hon- chaplain: YMCA cabinet mem- Presidents member.
?I t
Torrence Goldston Hanner. ceived the Interchemical Foun-; officer of AIA: Little Theater; | Cahan, Bengals, and the Tiger
' tivities and potentiality for future ors 3; has been president of Phi ber; also a member of Master 4!
usefulness to business and society. Eta Sigma; Associate Editor of H Club; Glee Club: BSTJ; Alpha Jr.. of Columbia, is a Pre-Medi-1 dation Scholarship and Sigma Alpha Psi Omega: Slipstick band and majorettes.
: leased after the coronation t<
(Continued on Page 6)
Nominations for the available The Tiger; president of Sigma Tau Alpha; and State Agricultural cine major who has received Tau Epsilon membership award: staff; and Clemson Paintings'
'arc c:l:r :•: tie :ee::
honors; been president of Sen- ^en a member of Phi Kappa Group.
■position were made by schools, Tau Epsilon; and Senior Council and Mechanical Society.
phi
and
Pnl
Ss
Arrr:::;—acel- U Hrrr. e :;—ior Council; a representative to
Sigma; an of-:
McGee is a
John wiliiam
departments arc; student orgamza- Attorney.
:~£ iisplajs aiie: to the festive
William Franklin Eskridge. a Student Assembly; member and ficer and member of Sigma Pi,chemical Engineering major
dons.
Who's
Who
is
touted
to
be
J:
Martin Milner Cooper a Civil [civil engineering major of Flor- officer of YMCA Council; presi- Sigma; Sigma Tau Epsilon; Sig- j
'"
71". e ::;-la; :: Amfrom ximmonsville who has been
erican Institnte of Architects the only national recognition for Engineering major of Green- Delta Sigma Nu;^member:ma Rho Beta and Kappa Deltaig^ member~of~American InstituteTAflfrjirf HPAfllinA
leaders
on
college
and
universities
BWI V
ville,
has
been
president
of
Tau
won the first prize of $30. SecSigma: American Society of 0{ sigma Tau EpsU0n. Blue Key'Kappa. He has received high of chemical Engineering, YMCAiWI1
* BU"
Beta Pi; vice-president of Phi
ond and third place winners «
Engineers; junior CDA: and Council of Club Presidents honors every semester; been a;Councjl Baptist student Union,
Taps staff has announced that
Students Cited
Kappa Phi: a member ot" Am- Publicity chairman, senior CDA;
:!-.« American Dairy S::er.: = .-.;Thomas Samuel Harmon. Jr member of Club Presidents and pn; j^g gigma Tiger Band, Phi!Dec. 4 will be the deadline for
erican
Ceramic
Society;
Phi
mrwfion arrl Eota Lambda SSgvice-president, student body; an Agronomy major from Lex- business
Those students cited are:
ousmess manager
manager of
oi Slipstick.
supsxicK.
Kappa Phi and served as secre- turning in Taps contracts and orrr.a rear-e:::- .el"
Frank Erwin Abell, Jr., an Arts Eta Sigma; Keramos and an vice-chairman of South Caro- ington, was elected to Who's j Hugh Porter McClimon from j tary of Tau Beta Pi. McGee has ganizational information. This
; and Sciences major from Lowrys. advanced Army ROTC student. lina on Executive Council of Who in 1358: has received Sears-i Greer, is an Agricultural Educa- received the American Institute may be submitted to David RodJones Thomas Deaton. Jr.. of SUSGA: and received high hon- Roebuck Scholarship two years; , tion major; member of Phi Eta j of Chemical Engineering Award gers in room A-814 or the Taps
Abell. a senior, has received honors 1, 2, 3; been a member of Lancaster is an Arts and Sciences ors and honors.
received high honors and honors; | Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi: Arnold [and the Physics Achievement office.
William Edward Gettys from was president of junior class; aJAir Society; Saber Air Corn-:Award.
akmini, Taculry. Srurler.: Pratern- senior; best drilled AFROTC caAs of last Tuesday, the followbest drilled Army ROTC Union, received high honors 1, senior representative: Cadet cap- mand: Alpha Tau Alpha; Alpha i jeffervs Ashe Macfie. a chem-i ing clubs have neglected to turn
.ity Committee 3; vice - preside
winner of R. W. .Simpson i 2, 3; has been a member of Phi tain DMS: member Phi Eta Sig- ! Zeta; Agrarian staff: and flight: j^ major from Bayard. N. C. j in contracts or information:
of freshman class; junior :
raff of Taps: CDA president 'Award winner of Clemson Cadet Eta Sigma; Sigma Pi Sigma: ma: member and officer of'leader, Captain AFROTC: hon- ^ vice-chairman of Senior Coun-! Tiger
service
Brotherhood, Numeral
re relr ;4; head cheerleader 4; Blue Key
cil. He has also served as tech- Society, Alpha Phi Omega, Phi
president 4; Tiger Brothernical director of the 1959 Tiger-; Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, Alihood secretary 4; Council of Club
ama, committee chairman of the1 pha Zeta, Sigma Tau Epsilon
?re;::ea:a 4 and Edr.:r ::' 31,e
1959 Junior Follies, member of I and
American Institute
of
rs s-: re-rule: ; Key Directory.
the South Carolina Student Architects.
James Leander Adams, Jr.. a
Representative, and president of | Also AIChE, AIEE-IRE, ASAgE,
prior to the junior Textile Science major
American Chemical
Society. | ASCE, ASME, IMS, SAM, ACS,
|
Chemical
engineering
is
now
velopment
of
higher
staff
morale
i
Receives
Commendation
[School
of
engineering
said.
"The
must come from Spartaoburg, won a NaMacfie is a member of Sigma j ASDA, FFA, Forestry Club, Delta
one
of
the
many
accredited
pro-;.^
^
st,^
^
.:
able
a(iminis
The department of civil engi- j engineering staff has thoroughly
II not inter- tiooal Merit Scholarship award,
Tau Epsilon, Senior YMCA Ca- j Sigma Nu, Horticulture Club, Kapgrams in engineering offered by trative leadership.
neering received special commen- i analyzed their curricula in recent
oednles
received highest honors 4 sebinet. and Presbyterian Student; pa Alpha Sigma, SAME, Centerears ud
.son College. Announcement
dation
for
the
physical
plant
com-;
^
modernized
course
mamesters: won Phi Eta Sigma • at the recent addition of the sixth
Association. He has received bury Club, Newman Club, Phi
T^ c011^ ^as commended for
'
terial
in
line
with
the
latest
thinkhonors for six semesters.
l::a Alpha, Veterans' Club, InFreshman Math Award and the 'accredited program
was made the excellent progress in the. de- Pleted ^J^^J™ T^ ing in engineering education."
riculum. The electrical engineerS. C. Textile Manufacturers As- last week by Dr Edwards
Edward
Reeves
Maddox,
Jr.,;
ternational
Students Association.
partment of chemical engineering.
"Through attendance at engiing program was also rated highsociation Scholarship. He was a
Spartanburg senior majoring in David Rodgers, co-organiations
J The entire engineering curric- Tlle coimnittee was particularly
Doctor of Theneering
society
meetings
and
ly.
Reserve Officers' editor, stated that Dec. 4 will be
e Southern Bap- 'representative of his class 1, 2; lub of Clemson received high ap- ™Pressed
visits to other institutions they j1 Chemistry;
member
track
team
1.
?:
memAssociate
Medal;
Senior Coun- the absolute deadline. He commade
available
to
this
depart"I
am
particularly
pleased
that
al Seminary in
have discussed their programs
.proval in the report from the Enmented that the original deaditocky. Prior to : ber and officer of Pershing Rif- gineers' Council for Professional ment, by Earle Hall, a $1,175,000 the committee found our program with professional engineers and jcil Attorney; Rifle Team; P.
from the Olin Foundation, sound and well advanced," Dr. with other engineering educa- R'S: Scabbard and Blade: Ex- line of Oct. 16 was almost comenriBe he served l les; and member of Phi Eta Development. New York, the uni-'
pletely ignored.
(Continued on Page 3)
Inc., of New York.
James H. Sams, Dean of the tors. The result is Clemson's
laaaake, Va., and
; Lather S. Bigby of Greenville, versaDy recognized agency for enpresent excellent, well rounded
gineering accreditation. The comon served as a navy.an Industrial Management senior,
program," Dr. Sams added.
mittee
visited
Clemson
last
Febith a submarine squad- has been president of YMCA:
! Dean Sams said Clemson has
ruary, and have just released
: World War n. Pre-jrnember of Blue Key; president
initiated another four - year protheir final report.
nairman of the of S. C. Student Christian Associagram in the School of EngineerThe
department
of
chemical
Baaed ::' Trnstees of Purman tion: member Senior Council; reing, the Department of Industrial
(Juiwutfy.
r.re;er.:a::ve of izz'r.z~rr.:re claaa: engineering, inspected for the
first time, received the prelim- I J. Roy Cooper will succeed P.! In recent years here he has Engineering, and that within the
Any member of the Student As- tee is composed of Dick Bloominary three years accreditation. 'B. Holtzendorff, Jr. as secretary! developed a program not only next two or three years it should
; sembly who misses two consecu- quist, Eugene Gibson, Mike OrThe five engineering curricula j of the Clemson YMCA on Dec. 1; for college students but also a be ready for accreditation.
three Mattison, Walter DeLoach, David
previously approved by the j announced Walter T. Cox. Dean' program for the youth of the Expanding student enrollment j tive meetings or any
in the school of engineering. Dean' meetings in a semester without Martin and Jerry Murray make
Council - agricultural, ceramic, of Student Affairs.
community as part of the YMCA 'j^. declaredi has n^ neces an excuse acceptable to the
up the social committee, which
civil, electrical and mechanical
Holtzendorff retired recently activity.
■sary an expansion of physical fa- speaker of the assembly will be studies various ways to improve
- were reaccredited for the
-3 years of service to the,
The youth program includes
maximum period of five years. _ Clemson YMCA. He was honored midget football, basketball, |cilities. Since the 1955 inspection, impeached. This attendance re- the social life.
I nearly 82,000.000 has been spent gulation was passed at the Nov.
Tire nrjacal Plant of Clefurther stated that the desire
Housing committee, which
The committee especially com- at a banquet commemorating \ baseball and community can| on buildings, and more than $600,-1 12 meeting of the Assembly.
son. one of the divisions of the of the plant would be to keep mented on the progress in the studies possible changes in the
rement last week.
teen. He coached the local
i 000 for new equipment to modernComptroller's office, has come the Clemson campus in good gineering curricula since the inThe assembly also set the quo- student community includes
Mr. Cooper, a native of Bel-i hiirh school boys basketball
and to make rum for business at two-thirds. Gene Crocker, Winston Fowler,
index the MUNI vision of i r.-.~ shape not only on special oc- jspection in 195-5, including the de- ton. joined the Clemson YMCA' team 11 years and the girls ,ize laboratories
available the best equipment.
^direction within the past week. casions but at all times during
Speaker of the Assembly
Jerry Harmon, Dick Harvin
staff as assistant secretary upon} team three years.
R. S. Collins, formerly the years.
Alan Elmore announced the
and George L'sry.
He
held
membership
in
the
''his graduation from Clemson ini
_
5 -?:..-.-€- rer." : 7\1.:: =
All of the men in the division CDA EXPRESSES THANKS
A committee to study the pos1927.
, Seneca Rotary Club until the NUMERAL SOCIETY THANKS committee membership. Three
Student Assembly members to sible reconsideration of the InterPassmned the directorship of the are trained in maintenance enHe
completed
work
for
formation of the Clemson Rotary TUflcr
u/un
UCI DCft 1A/ITU
TO
THOSE
HOUSING
DATES
,nujc
nu
serve on the joint Student Dormitory Council, or a similar
[ rlar.: and ib aetwiHes.
gineering and, working with a
K. degree at Vanderbilt Uni-jClub of which he is a member of|
™
nCLreu Wlin
Goevrnment committee
to system, is composed by
Mr. Coffini accepting the di- competent maintenance staff, DURING DANCE WEEKENDS versify and at the YMCA grad-ithe Board of Directors.
Tom
FLOAT FOR HOMECOMING
study possible constitutional Ariail, Jim Bragg, Jim Hunter,
rectory of the plant with the Bhoold re able to ieep the Cle.-- We, the Central Dance 'Associa■rhool in Nashville. Term.
Mr. Cooper was appointed j The Numeral Society would like
amendments
are
Jerry
Brown,
,p!edged support of the college, son campus in good shape at ail tion, would like to extend our
Was 'Y' President
Hal Littleton and Bill McCown.
Director of the Clemson Student to express thanks to those in=a:rl that the plant «B re times
Cooper was president of the Center in 1955 and organized j dividuals who helped in the com- Phil Kennedy and George
Absentees Noted
thanks and appreciation to the
The Physical Plant Division community and faculty of Clem- YMCA and a member of the the Religious Activities Coun pletion of the Homecoming float. Wise.
bndtf"*rd :: :l".e =::err.r: of arAt the request of the Assembly,
To
serve
on
the
parking
comincludes
many
of
the
various
pnrmg good Krwce :- all fomn
son for housing dates over the student cabinet as a college stu- cil which coordinates the cam- These include the Chemical Dept.
the names of these absent from
services administered by the col- past two dance weekends.
I maintenance.
dent. He attended the first Presi- pus student religious program. of the School of Textile, the Con- mittee, which studies the student the Nov. 12 meeting, both excusA;i--.r-lecr.r.r :r.e fact '.r^.: lege Among the major parti c'. These weekends could not have dents' Training School to be
He also served as director of struction and Repair Division of parking situation on campus, are ed, an unexcused are hereby
Donald Jones, published. They were Tom Har! orgardzatian «BI lei rlrrrugr. it are the Fire Department, the been die successes they were with- held in the South at Blue Ridge, the Blue Ridge Student Confer- the Physical Plant and Utica Tom Harmon,
Lindsey McElwee, Jim
Payne mon, senior class representative;
• :i jeaa at tBec&re service cy Police Department, the jani- out your help. We can only hope N. C. and in 1935 served part- ence for three years and several Mohawk Mills.
f his predecessor, Mr. D. J. Wat- tocta] «eivices the pl-rrr.r.:r.ri .ser- for your continued cooperation time as traveling secretary for times has been Dean of the South Through their help and generos- and Tom Vaughn.
Alwyn Brown, junior representOthers Are
{y.~. Mi Coffini only bopet Goal vices, and the maintenance of throughout the remainder of the
r.al Council of the Carolina Student Christian As- ity the Homecoming float was
ative; and Jerry Harmon and
Members of the class atten- George Wise, sophomore class
|he, too, may continue these the college in general.
Southern area YMCA.
sociation Conference.
made possible as it appeared duryear.
necessary functions.
He is a member of the Board ing the Homecoming halftime dance committee are Jim Brab- representatives.
After a World War n tour of
Plant Serves Area
Sincerely,
: ham, Bill Freeman, Ronnie Hill- Representatives of the Council
duty with the Signal Corps. Mr. of Directors of the Carolinas | ceremonies.
Mr. Collins stated. "We plan
Bob Aiken
The operation of the steam
house, Henry Puckhaber and John of Club Presidents who were
Sincerely,
Cooper joined the staff of the United, member of the Blue
to operate this division of the plant and the water filtration
Plaettg Chah-man
ensteirn, D wight Strawn and absent were: Tom Ariail, Dick
Kemp Mooney
Area Student YMCA as associ- Ridge Council executive board
Comptroller's Office with as plant is typical of the services
Float Chairman
John Swartzfager.
ate secretary. Two years later and executive secretary of the
Bloomquist. Jim Bragg, ' Walter
much efficiency as passible this division provides for the
Erwin Abell
Alwyn Brown, Bob Conrad, John DeLoach, Gene Gibson, Ronald
he returned to the Clemson Clemson Religious Emphasis
Jim Bragg
?re;:per.:
with the men. equipment, and community as well as the college.
President, Numeral Society. Timmerman. Dining haU commitCommittee.
(S 38B<I no pannriuoo)
Central Dance Association: YMCA as associate secretary.
material available to as." He
'Continued on Page 3)
By NANCY EDWARDS
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Faculty Committee Nominates Large Group For Leadership Traits
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Staff Sels Dec. 4

Plan Thanksgiving
Program Tuesday

Chemical Engineering Department Recives
Preliminary Three Years Of Accreditation

J. Roy Cooper Becomes Secretary
Of YMCA; Succeeds Holtzendorff

New Director Appointed
To Head Physical Plant

»

Studeni Assembly Passes
Attendance Regulations
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Those Who Criticize Paper Should
Either Write Editor Or Join Staff

Russia Changes Mind On Nuclear Ban Control;
Move Necessitates Proposal Of Workable Plan
A few short weeks ago Premier Khrushchev announced to the United Nations
General Assembly that the Soviet Union
was not ready to accept a universal ban
on nuclear weapons with control and enforcement
This was the moment that the world
had been waiting for the past five years.
During this time Russia had held back
and vetoed any motion in the United
Nations for such a ban.
However, following the Premier
Khrushchev-President Eisenhower exchange visits this past year, Mr. Khrushchev changed his outlook on the present
nuclear weapons situation.
After touring the United States and
seeing the potential that the United
States possesses in case of an attack for
retaliation, he apparently changed his
mind since the Soviet Union wants to
win—not commit suicide.
Or, was this change of mind brought
about by Mr. Khrushchev's visit to the
United States? Is it not entirely possible
that had the Soviet Union been approached sooner with some plan for nuclear
control and an enforceable ban, they
would have accepted the proposal?
Was the Soviet Union fearful of the
outcome of such a ban—fearful that they
would not be treated fairly? Just exactly why does the Soviet Union want peace
—because they want to win, and they
realize that this goal is impossible
through a nuclear war. The Soviet
Union does not want war—they want to
win. To most this seems hard to comprehend, but, nevertheless, this is true.
It is, also, hard to comprehend the destruction that would take place during
an all out nuclear war. If you added
all the destruction to all the cities that
were ever bombed—London. Birmingham, Manchester, Strasbourg. Vichy,
Dijon, Rouen, Brest, Cherbourg, Bourdeaux, Toulon. Lyon, Antwerp, Brussels,
Rotterdam, Amsterdam. Munich, Bonn,
Collogne. Dresden, Leipzig, Kielce, Hamburg, Nurnberg. Stattgart, Gdansk, Krakow, Milan, Warsaw, Lodz, Frankfurt,
Prague, Leningrad, Tokyo, Yokohama,
Nagoya, Nagasaki, Osaka, Hiroshima, and
many others—together and multiplied
this answer by two, you still would not
equal the destruction possible by one
plane carrying one of the latest nuclear
bombs. Maybe you wouldn't be killed
by the force of the explosion—but what
would you drink, eat, since everything
would be contaminated?
Theoretically it is possible to wipe
out the world with just one of the latest
cobalt type bombs. Here is the reason
that the Soviet Union has been waiting
for a fair proposal for a nuclear weapons
ban with control and enforcement. The
Communists want to win—and they can
only win through peace.
Still, the United States took this socalled startling announcement as a grain
of sand. Our leaders are just sitting back
waiting for the rest of the world to respond, when they should be stepping to
the front with a plan for the ban of nuclear weapons and a method of control
and enforcement with the proper checks
and balances.
Let us now consider the grave danger
of a possible war. How few of us realize
that just one mistake or hasty decision
by a military leader on either side could
cause a war? An airplane pilot who
figures that bombing is the answer to
his problem could very conceivably instigate an all out nuclear war causing the
total destruction of the world.
War is not far off in the future—but
is very near at hand, if man does not
awaken from the primitive state in which
he is living and thinking today.
How close have we come to war? Just
a few months ago planes took off for
Russia because an unidentified object was
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spotted on the radar screen of one of our
costal defense posts. These planes took
off for Russia under the present plan—
that being whenever an unidentified object is spotted on a radar screen, planes
leave for Russia, turning back within 200
miles of Russia if they do no receive a
report to continue. The unidentified object turned out to be a huge flock of
migrating geese, and the planes turned
back.
Suppose, however, that the Soviet
Union had a similar setup. When they
spotted the approaching planes, they, too,
sent planes headed for the United States.
Now we did have a positive reply for
U. S. planes. A nuclear war over a flock
of geese.
These are just a few possibilities of a
war. War is not far off—it could well
be that none of us will see tomorrow.
There is a second problem to consider, if the present testing of nuclear
weapons continues. There is not a child
in the United States that does not have
a detectable amount of strontium 90 in
his body.
Strontium 90 is a radio-active isotope
with a half life of 26 years that does not
exist naturally, but is found only following a nuclear explosion in radio-active
fall-out. It is usually transferred into
the body through milk.
The body can not distinguish the difference between strontium 90 and calcium, and, therefore, it is stored in the
bones of the body. Just how much is the
body able to stand? No one has yet
agreed on this subject. Some say none—
while others feel that we have not yet
come close to the limit. One thing is
sure, though—if we continue to test nuclear weapons at the present rate, we may
someday reach the limit. But then it is
too late.
At the present time only the United
States. Soviet Union and Great Britain
are testing nuclear weapons.
But,
France, as well as some other smaller
nations, are now ready to begin testing.
A nation may have the right to contaminate the air that its citizens breathe, but
certainly they do not have the right to
contaminate the air that other nations
breathe.
There is no way in the world of confining radio-active fallout to any particular nation. This was experienced in
the testing of the first H-Bomb by the
United States in the Pacific. Several
Japanese died and many others were
severely damaged by this explosion.
Besides this immediate result, the
waters in the surrounding area was contaminated—killing everything, including
the fish that the peoples of the Orient
live on. Does the United States or any
nation have this right?
The rest of the world is waiting for
someone to step ahead—introduce a proposal to the United Nations for a nuclear
weapons ban with control and enforcement. Who will it be?
The nation who steps out front with
this plan will possibly be tomorrow's
world leader. Will it be the United
States or the Soviet Union? The United
States should be cautious before believing the Soviet Premier, but obviously the
truth of his statement will be tested by
the nation that offers to the world a
plan for peace.
(This is the first in a series of editorials on the possibilities of a world
peace and the abandonment of the present nuclear arms race. The incentive for
these editorials was brought about by a
recent address by Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review, in New York
to the delegates to the National Associated Collegiate Press Convention. His
address, entitled "The Soviet Union" was
given following his recent visit to Russia
in which he talked to Premier Khrushchev and other Soviet leaders.)
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By FRED BISHOP
Often I have seen a student pick up this paper and
take about thirty seconds to read it—or what he considered reading it. Upon asking one of these students
why he took such a short time to read it, he replied
that there wasn't anything interesting in the paper; it
doesn't voice student opinion.
The Tiger's claim to fame is that it is "The South's
Most Interesting College Newspaper." Is this fact or
fiction?
Let us first eliminate the term South because I, nor
anyone else, In this college is qualified to say this part
of the statement is valid.
The part which states the degree of interest the
Tiger contains can be expounded upon. Examining
interest, we must ask ourselves, "Upon whom does this
depend?" Some will say all responsibility, as to interest, depends upon the newspaper and the Tiger does
not provide interest therefore it is not a good news-/
paper.
Let me point out here that a newspaper should contain news for information, features that entertain, and
editorials and columns which offer one man's opinion
on an issue.
The news, of course, poses no problem of explanation because its purpose is clearly defined.
The features should be entertaining, but we must
immediately, ask, "What is entertaining?" Entertainment must, of necessity, depend upon what type of
entertainment the reader desires.

Sights Seen On The Quadrangle
Analytical Approach

Dining Hall Service Appears On
Wane Again; Suggest Change
By BUCK DEATON
The sen-ice in the dining
room, which has been quite
adequate thus far during this
semester, appears to be on the
wane once again. Why does
the dining hall staff consistently place bowls of food on
the tables that will not accommodate all eight occupants
on the first serving?
Sometimes there is only
enough
food
to serve four
or five persons. The students left
with empty
plates on the
first serving
may never
have a taste
of all dishes on the menu for
that particular meal. And
what is more disgusting than
having to eat a meal from
which one of the principal ingredients has been omitted?

t

As an example of the situation being discussed, let us
go through the proceedings of
eating a meal in the dining
room.
After the food has been
blessed the meat being served
for the evening gets past only
five persons because there are
only five small pork chops in
the bowl. The bread on the
table serves only six persons
one slice apiece, while the
vegetables usually accommodate
six or seven.
Even though it is not true
in every case, if all dishes began with one person and circled the table, the last two
persons would be left with virtually nothing on their plates,
save perhaps a very small helping of one of the vegetables.
Three persons are left without
any meat, and two without a
picee of bread.
But the situation is not as
bad as it appears, for the waiters are standing by to obtain
a second helping for any table
that desires it. Or are they?
For all that this columnist
has observed, there is but a
small number of waiters who
make an effort to get seconds
on dishes that the persons at
the tables desire. Rather, the
waiters call for empty bowls
that contained contents which
they wish to bring back, not
necessarily what the occupants
of the tables desire.
Eventually the waiters find
time to take the bowl that the
occupants wish refilled back
to the kitchen. Now perhaps
everyone sitting at the table
will have some meat for the
meal.
Ah! The waiter has returned
with the meat. What is this?
There is only one piece of meat
in the bowl, but there are two
persons who have had none.
Evidently the dining hall servers are trying to hold the
volume of seconds down to a
minimum so as not to have to
raise the dining hall fee.
We all like economy-minded, people, especially where
our money is concerned, but
has anyone noticed the over
abundance of food on the

waiters' table? Sometimes two
bowls of every portion grace
the tables..
This is not the only reason
why some people do not have
the opportunity to eat a full
meal, because all of the waiters' tables do not follow this
pattern, but there is definite
proof that some do.
Perhaps the major reason
some persons do not receive all
portions of the meal is due to
the division of the dining hall
staff that plans for the amount
of food to be cooked.
When the waiters finally return with a second of any particular dish, there is almost
never more than enough to accomodate one person alone,
much less two or three. Thenexcuse? The servers in the
kitchen will allot them no
more.
Why is this? Has the food
run out or is some of it saved
as it has been rumored? After
the waiters have made their
last check (which is entirely
too soon), some students take
it upon themselves to obtain
refills from the kitchen. Often
they have been denied food
when, right in front of their
eyes in a tray or behind the
counter in a large vat, food
appears to be plentiful. What
is done with this food? The
waiters' tables have already
been served.
To climax a meal surrounded by frustation the student
who finds himself in the position of becoming a table scavenger in order to have a full
meal, also finds himself in
competition with the dining
hall Negro help.
Before he has finished his
meal, the employees of the dining hall are cleaning the tables
and collecting food for their
personal use. Oh yes! Be sure

and scurry to a safe distance
from your table when it is
being cleared from under you,
as flying food particles from
plates -and silverware land
upon .you.
While dashing to a safe distance be very careful to look
out for the "run-away" wagons
used to carry dirty eating
utensils to the kitchen. If one
were hit by such a wagon, the
final stampede of the cleanup men would probably complete the destruction.
The fate of one caught in an
attack such as this proves
humiliating. Think of being
discovered shoved under a
table along with a chair. What
a way to go.
Back to the very serious
side. There are many things
in the dining hall that the students would like to see changed. Following is a list of suggested changes.
1. Place enough food on the
table initially to serve all eight
persons.
2. Waiters obtain refills on
portions desired by table occupants rather than on portions chosen by waiters themselves.
3. Waiters make final check
when all bowls are back on the
tables rather than back in the
kitchen.
4. Dining hall staff cook
enough food to insure every
student a complete meal.
5. Permit everyone time to
complete their meal before
tables are cleared.
Many students feel that if
these changes are made meals
would be enjoyed as they could
and should be. In the meantime we hopefully look forward to progress along these
lines.

Words To The Wise
By LARRY EDWARDS
Student Chaplain
The
name
"Clemson" has
meant much to thousands of
young men in the past, and means
much to us now. As I was thinking about Clemson, it occurred
that the letters might stand for
something that would help us be
better men—better Clemson men.

ment and most of all, toward the
... "Mark of the high calling of
God."

"S", in a technical school as
this, could be the Science which
we apply to the theories and facts
which we are taught ... or it
could be the solicitude with which
we watch Science and Religion
join hand in hand to form strong
A "C" first ... for the great bonds that uphold our Faith when
Chance that we, as students, have we need support.
bad to continue our education in
"O". Could this be the Obligasuch a fine institution—and for the
tion we owe? To someone who
blessing of Christian fellowship
has sacrificed so that we may
we can have here if we will strive grow mentally, physically, and
for it.
spiritually—is this the Obligation
The "L" ... can stand for the that we owe to future generations
Leadership capabilities we are in leaving Clemson, and the naable to develop—to use as we go tion, or perhaps the world a betout from Clemson as trained men ter place to live?
In many fields. Secondly, for the Or could it be the great unpayLove that has been shown to us able Obligation that we owe to
by God and that we are to show One who sacrificed supremely—
to others.
that we might live — eternally?
"E" could possibly stand for
Enthusiasm — which we should
show toward our studies and scholastic attainments ... for the Enthusiasm we should be happy and
willing to show toward improving
the spiritual side of our lives.
"M". This can be the Mark we
can reach for—the above-average,
the top mark; in scholastic work,
In physical and mental attain-

Last, let us look at "N". This
is the Name we carry — Clemson gentlemen, who look and act
the part; Americans, who believe
in individual freedom but respect
the rights of others; and most of
all we should want to carry the
Name
Christian. A follower of
Christ who is proud and unashamed to claim allegiance to the
Son of God.

The columnists should present issues and then give
their opinions on the issues, thus creating an interest
on the part of the reader to express his agreement or
disagreement with the columnists. It is not required
that any writer agree with any other. If they do agree
on everything the newspaper makes very dull reading.
It is in the editor's column that we find the policy
of the newspaper. The policy of a newspaper should be
to ask a question on a vital issue and demand an answer.
Actually there is another important part of a newspaper you have probably thought I have forgotten.
This is the sports section. For a definition of the sports
pages, you might call it a newspaper within a newspaper, except that it is restricted to contain that which
pertains to sports.
The sports pages give the news on recent athletic
activities, features on the different well-known athletes of today and editorials which contain one man's
opinions on vital issues in the sports world.
Actually sports does not need a great amount of!
explanation because it is a part of the newspaper that j
a considerable amount of people do bother to read. I
would say this is due to the sports conscious attitude
Americans seem to have.
Another factor in the interest the sports pages offer is the easy reading it offers not only through presentation but because sports is a subject that almost
everyone is familiar with.
This is not the time or place for me to express an
opinion as to the Tiger's part in the possible lack of
interest. My opinion, as a member of the staff, would
be biased, and only one reader's opinion. I must therefore leave the decision up to you, the reader, as to who
is to receive credit or discredit.
We might stay that the degree of interest a newspaper has depends upon the reader's interest, but upon
this point we will get into a vicious circle of thought.
The interest a newspaper offers and the motivation to
find something interesting in the newspaper are dependent upon one another.
I can say something about the reader's part of the
interest and that is, as Clemson students, we almost
invariably show a lack of interest in almost any activity that requires a little effort.
The reader, that includes adults as well as students, of the Tiger display an excellent ability to sit
on their posterior and "let someone else do the job."
Many students use as an excuse for this attitude that
"I am only up here to get a degree and get out," but I
say if he has this attitude then he is no Clemson man.
This "type of person should never have come to
Clemson, or any college, if he has no interest in
whether or not his school really represents him.
This "I-don't-care" person doesn't mind claiming
a degree of credit when Clemson's football team, publications, drill teams, dances, administration or any other
activity receives acclaim.
Also, when something goes wrong, I wonder who
is the first to complain, but let someone ask him to take
an interest in making these activities better and I will
not be surprised at his answer.
So it is from this I can say that the student is most I
definitely partly responsible for an uninteresting news-j
paper.
There are mainly two ways in which one disagrees or agrees with what I have said. This can also
serve to inform us as to whether students are readingj
this paper and continue to find it interesting. The!
reader shoud write letters to Tom or the editor to express his opinion on this subject or any other.
This is one way, but there is another if one does'
not feel a letter is sufficient. This other way is by
joining the staff of this newspaper and making it more
interesting yourself.
The question of whether the Tiger is "The South's j
Most Interesting College Newspaper" is now up to you.
Evaluate carefully and offer suggestions for making]
this statement true.
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Social Science Department Grows
Under Leadership Of C L Epting
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By SAMMY SEASTRUNK
Tiger Feature Writer
Clemson has always held the
upper hand when it comes to the
technical sciences of the various
engineering
and
agricultural
fields.
It seems that when one hears
the word Clemson, his thoughts
are usually swayed toward the
football field or the young engineering student carrying the

sword of numbers on his belt or especially toward strengthening
the few antiquated students of the faculty. The students have
yore who still uphold that "po- certainly gotten better and the
tential" Is synonomous with a Clemson undergraduates are as
strong as the undergraduates of
gear ratio.
Pushed into the background for the better colleges and institutions
many years, the arts and sciences in the country."
department at Clemson has final- When asked about the arts and
ly received a spark of enlighten- sciences curriculum, Mr. Epting
ment which makes it a must on put much stress on the strength
the Clemson Campus.
of the arts and sciences at Clem-'
For many Clemson students a son. He ponted out that the arts
subject in history or economics and sciences curriculum at Clemis merely a part of bis curricu- son is different from other instiFACULTY
lum which will cause a temporary tutions but is as effective if not
(Continued from Page 1)
stalemate in his education. Finalecutive Sergeants, Pres.; Cadet ly, however, many students are more so than elsewhere.
Lt. Colonel, Army; DHS; Coun- taking the humanity courses to Mr. Epting is aware of the
cil of Club Presidents; Council heart and not as a necessary evil. changes which have taken place
on our campus since the military
of Hall Counselors, V.p.
Heading the social science days. One change which he elaboLewis Patterson, Jr. Burton
department is Mr. Carl L. Eptsenior majoring in E.E.; high ing, who received his A. B. de- rated on was the attitude of the
honors, honors; The Tiger Jr. gree at Newberry College and average Clemson student. He sees
By FRED BISHOP
staff; Sabre Air Command; his M. A. degree from the on our campus various elements
Tiger Feature Writer
Amateur Radio Club; Slips tick University of South Carolina. He of homogeneous refinement and a
staff; Council of Club Presi- was granted a fellowship at the more lucrative attitude toward "Clemson is what the student
the fine arts and humanities than and administration make it. Any
dents; S.A.M.E.; I.R.E.; Phi University.
Eta Sigma; Jr. Follies; Tiger- Before coming to Clemson, Mr. had been previously prevalent. student should strive to leave
In dress, though, and in faculty Clemson a little better than the
ama.
Epting was Prof, of history at relationships the Clemson student way he found it." This statement
John Montgomery Preston, Wofford College.
Columbia fourth-year Architec- He came to Clemson as an In- of today is somewhat superior to by J. A. Mapfie of Brevard, N.C.,
those in the past. This was stress- could be an all-inclusive goal for
ture major; Honors; Taylor-Col- structor In academic work; later ed by Mr. Epting.
all Clemson students.
quitt Award, minaret award; he became an instructor of govMr. Epting is quite active in
"Mose", as he is known to
Rudolph E. Lee Award; Repre- ernment and history. From this
sentative, Student Assembly; point on, he worked his way up many civic affairs. He is an most students, is the son of Mr.
Y-Council, president; Minarets, through the ranks, so to speak, ex-officio member of the S. C. and Mrs. J. A. Macfie. He has
president; A.A.; PSA; Council to become head of the social sci- Archives at present. He is also one brother, Greg, who is foura curator of the S. C. histori- teen years old and attends school
of Club Presidents.
ences department in 1958.
cal society, a member of the in Brevard.
Franklin Arnold Roberts, Mr. Epting is well acquainted American
Historical AssociMose is president of the recently
Chester senior majoring in E. with Clemson College and has a ation, member of S. C. Triorganied
Council of Hall Counvivid
insight
toward
the
students
E.; honors; president, Student
centennial anniversary commitBody; Assistant Leader, P.R.'s; here on campus, as well as the tee, and he served as chairCadet Colonel AFROTC; DMS; dynamic forces behind student man of publication for the comBlue Key; Tiger Brotherhood; motivation and potential.
mittee of the J. C. Calhoun paStudents Are Capable
Scabbard and Blade; Arnold Air
pers,
When
asked
about
the
Clemson
Society; Executive Sergeants;
Mr. Epting is an active memstudent
as
a
whole
and
the
intelSabre Air Command; Slipstick
lectual potential of our entering ber of the Lutheran Church and
staff.
is a member of the Board of
Guillermo L. Sanchez is a freshman, Mr. Epting replied, Trustees of the Lutheran South"The
boys
and
girls
entering
Textile Management major from
ern Seminary.
Havana, Cuba. He has received Clemson have the preparation and Mr. Epting was once Mayor of
high honors for two years and intellect for college work if they Clemson. It was during his term The Clemson College Newman
Club held a faculty reception
honors for the remaining year; are willing to pay the price.
of office that the name of the
been a member of the YMCA "Clemson College is a top-notch town, Calhoun, was changed to its last Sunday from 4 to.6 p.m. A
school and is still making treCabinet, Phi Psi Textile Frater- mendous strides toward education, present name. From 1933 to 1935 formal invitation was sent to the
nity, Council of Club Presidents,
Mr. Epting was a member of the college officials including the
National Society of Textile
South Carolina House of Repre- President.
Manufacturers, and the swim- JUNIOR CLASS SPONSORS sentatives.
Among the attendants were
ming team. Sanchez has served
Dean Cox, Mr. Roy Cooper, and
It
is
fortunate
for
Clemson
to
as president and secretary- LUNCHES TOMORROW
have a man of Mr. Epting's cali- Dr. Ben Goodale. The faculty
treasurer of the Internationl Junior Class will sponsor the ber. He has shown in many ways reception committee was headed
Student Association and chap- sale of box lunches tomorrow his capabilities not only in ac- by Joan Goebel.
lain, vice-president, and secre- beginning at 11:30 a.m. The cord to our college, but also in
The events for this month inmeals will be prepared by Hin- other aspects of society. We hope clude a Communion Breakfast
tary of YMCA councils.
James Carlisle Scott, Jr., an ton's Restaurant of Greenville. along with Mr. Epting that the and a spaghetti supper on SunIndustrial Management major A choice of fried chicken or bar- standards at Clemson will con- day Nov. 22.
from Gaffney, has been active in becue pork served with french tinue on an upgrade toward.the
On Dec. 4 and 5 the NewBlue Key as Corresponding Sec- fries, slaw and tea or coffee is inevitable.
man Clubs of South Carolina
retary; Publicity Chairman of offered for $1.25. The stand will
will have the annual convenTigerama; Army ROTC Briga- be set up beside the Field House.
tion here in Clemson. The
The
lunches
will
be
on
sale
dier Commander; Commander
chairman for this convention
until
everyone
is
served.
The
of Fourth Regimental Headis Ronny Parkes, who will be
nuarters; Pershing Rifles; Su- stand will close during the Clemassisted by Lou Agro, Mike
perior Cadet of 1959; Neatest son-Wake Forest football game.
r
Shanley, Chick Williams, Jim
Cadet of 1958; Scholastic Honors
Markley, Edgar Lopez, Larry
1, 2; Scabbard and Blade, Jun- geants; Dairy Products Judging
Gause, and Art Moody.
ior CDA; Sigma Tau Epsilon; team; President of Alpha Zeta;
Petitions for candicay in the The convention includes a
Honors 1, 2; Executive Ser- Phi Eta Sigma; Newman Club;
geants 3; Industrial Manage- American Dairy Science Associ- upcoming election of a Senior plenary session, a banquet, at
ment Society 3, S.A.M. 3.
ation; high honrs 1st semester; Council member must be turned the Clemson House, and an inin to Frank Sutherland, chair- formal dance. The number exRichard Lee Shick, an Applied honors 2, 3, 4 semesters.
Mathematics major from Sarver,
William Hagood Turner, a man of elections committee, by pected to attend is about 50
members from all the Newman
Pennsylanvia, is serving as sec- Math major from Greenwood, Nov. 25.
The position will be vacated Clubs of the state.
retary of the Lecture Serives has been active on The Tiger
committee, secretary of the Stu- Staff 2; Glee Club 1; YMCA by Buddy Puttman, who graddent Body and eidtor of The Councils 1, 2, 4; Sigma Tau Ep- uates in January;
To be eligible, the student
Tiger. He also has been a mem- silon 3; Math Club 4; Religious
NEW
ber of WSBF staff and junior Activities Committee 2; Baptist must be a senior with a grade(Continued from Page 1)
staff and sports editor of the Student Union 1, 2, 4; Student point-ratio of 2.5 or above. Fur- All of the surrounding area is
newspaper. Shick has been a Association 1; YMCA Cabinet 4. ther information may be ob- supplied water and power by the
member of Alpha Psi Omego,
Joseph Allen Whiteaker, an tained from Sutherland in F- plant.
Although these services are
Numeral Society, Sigma Tau Ep- Electrical Engineering major 413.
silon, Wesley Foundation and Rock Hill, has been active In
provided to the school and the
YMCA Council. He received Phi Eta Sigma 2, 3, 4; Tau Beta
community, the major concentration of the physical plant is
honors his first two years here. Pi 3, 4; Phi Kappa Phi 3, 4;
Allen Poe Sloan, Jr., a Cera- AIEE-IRE 3, 4; Council of Club
on the maintenance of the
mic Engineer from Greenville, Presidents 4; chairman of Coungrounds of the campus.
has been active on the Senior cil of Club Presidents 4. He was
All of the work of the plant
Wade Van Fair, an industrial division is under the superviscouncil as Secretary 4; Band 1, the winner of Tau Beta Pi
management senior from Gas- ion of the Comptroller's Office,
2.'3; Concert Band 1; Pershing Pledge Essay Contest.
Rifles 2; high honors 1, 3; hon- Harvey Talbert White, a Pre- tonia, N. C, has been appointed of which it is a division.
ors 2; Officer Pershing Rifles Medicine major from Green- campus representative for Phi- While continuing operations
Regimental Staff 2, 3, 4; Mu wood, has been Representative lip Morris Inc. His job will be as a part of college, the plant
Beta Psi 2, 3; Phi Eta Sigma 1, to the Student Association 1; to act as liason between the New endeavors to insure mainten2. 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi 3, 4; Ameri- Captain of the Football team 4; York office and the Clemson ance and prevent emergency
can Ceramic Society 2, 3, 4; a member of Phi Eta Sigma; Tig- College campus. Philip Morris breakdowns, according to Mr.
Executive Sergeants 3; Blue Key er Brotherhood; Block "C" Club. also manufactures Parliament, Collins. Through effective main4.
James Emmett Youngblood, Alpine and Marlboro cigarettes. tenance, an emergency breakMr. Fair is active in Sigma down might possibly never ocJohn George Swartzfager is a Jr., a Physics major from CoDairy major from Columbia. He lumbia, has been active in the Rho Beta service fraternity and cur, or at least, never be serious
has been the winner of a South Executive Sergeants 3; Numeral is Director of Engineering for enough to cause any noticeable
Carolina Dairy Association Society 3; Phi Eta Sigma 1, 2, WSBF radio.
inconvenience.
Scholarship, a Ralston-Purina President 3; National Merit
Scholarship, a Borden Agricul- Scholarship 1, 2; highest honors
tural Scholarship, the 1959 Wil- 1, 2; Superior Cadet Ribbon,
STUDENT
liam H. Danforth Summer Fel- Army 1, 2; The Tiger Junior
(Continued from Page 1)
lowship, and was first alternate Staff 1, 2; News Editor Of The Hillhouse, Jon Mattison, Lindsey
for a William H. Danforth Tiger 3; Council of Clubs Presi- McElwee, Kenneth Nichols, Jan
College Avenue
Freshmen Fellowship; he has dents 3; Representative Student Orenstein, Jim Payne, Herman
Phone OL 4-2011
been active in Executive Ser- Association.
Puckhaber, and George Usry.
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Mose Macfie Feels Fraternities No Benefit To Clemson

Newman Clubs
Hold Annual
State Meeting

selors. "The incentive to organize
the council and its purpose Is to
obtain more coordination between
the student, hall counselor and administration. It is also to give
more responsibility to the students
in improving the relationship between the student and hall counselor."
In your position you are no
doubt familiar with some of the
rules which govern dormitory
life. Now we are often arguing
about immaturity in the student
body, but don't these petty rules
seem to promote immaturity in
the student?
After all which is a better
method toward developing maturity; motivation through force or
by basic interest.
Method Has Merits
"This point has many merits,
but we can not let a person who
has been used to family life have
complete freedom, because most
of the time, with such a sudden

change, the person will abuse his
privileges.
• "There is no rule made that
does not serve some purpose.
Most of the time freshmen are
used to living under some sort of
regulation, therefore the best
method to teach them would be
by the method they are most accustomed to."
Do you think fraternities
solve some of these problems
and others to? "I do not think
fraternities would be good for
Clemson. Sure, some of the
problems would be solved, but
the problems which fraternities
create would far exceed those
solved."
Besides being vice-chairman of
the senior council, "Mose" is also
a member of Blue Key, Tiger
Brotherhood, Phi Kappa Phi, and
president of the American Chemical Society.
Enjoys Skiing
When not engaged in extra-cur-

***••••******** * * * *

Campus Character

Getting back to the more serious side, what do you think are
some of Clemson's
greatest
faults?
Three Stand Out
"I would say there are mainly
three things that stand out: the
attitude of the students toward
regulations, the courtesy they
show visitors on campus and the
lack of manners on the part of
some students in the dining hall."
Actually in these bad points
aren't we getting right back to
the lack of maturity that exists in
the student body? "In a way we
are and the administration and
students should be working on a
way to solve this situation if at
first only in a limited way."
"We must also remember that
the college student is not and
should not be a staid personality. The whole problem is a
complex one, but no one should

be defeated by complexity.
Where there is enough motivation then the problem will begin
to solve its ownself."
We have talked about Clemson's
bad points, but what would you
consider some of Its good points?
"Of the many good points, I would
say the school spirit which exists
during the football games; ths
opportunities offered because of a
generally good faculty are among
its best qualities."
"Another good point which must
not be overlooked is the relationship between the student government and the administration. They
both do good jobs by working together."
In what way has Clemson helped you the most? "Clemson has
helped me to gain education not
only academically, but socially
and spiritually. It has given me
the fundamentals for my life,
work."
Moss seems to be a conservative and determined thinker. After
graduation in June, Mose plans to
go to medical school, preferably
at the University of North Caro*
lina.

Diamond Pendants -- Watches
Pearl, Birthstone, and
Princess Rings.

Lay Away A Christmas Gift Now

Elections Planned
To Fill Vacancy In
Senior Council

Fair Represents
Tobacco Company

ricula activities and studying his
major of chemistry, Mose likes to
go water-skiing and "clogging".
Mr. Macfie informs me that
"clogging" is a type of square
dancing.

Something from the Jeweler Is
Always Something Special

Bracelets — Crosses — Lighters

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"
MOSE MACFIE

Have a reaj cigarette-have a CAMEL

Clemson Theatre

i

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

"A Woman
Like Satan"
BRIGITTE BARDOT

Tiger Tavern

LATE SHOW FRIDAY &
SATURDAY NITE

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

ROAD RUNNER
CARTOON

"The Naked
Venus"
SUN. -- MON. - TUES.

*

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.

"The Best Of
Everything'
II

Color by Deluxe

& FOUNTAIN SERVICE
■ft SANDWICHES
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Daigneault Breaks Loose For Good Gain

Clemson's Doug (Dragnet) Daigneault finds running room through the Terp secondary on a
series of five plays that carried to a touchdown from the Tigers own 26 yard line. Daigneault
carried four of the five times and scored. (Tiger Sports Photo by Bill Johnson.)

Maryland Surprises Clemson With
28-25 Win On Tiger Homecoming
By JIM COVINGTON
Tiger Sports Writer
A mighty Clemson team was
taken by surprise Saturday as a
meek Maryland eleven exploded
to edge out a 28-25 victory over
them in Clemson Memorial Stadium before a homecoming
crowd of 26,000 fans.
The Tigers went into the game
14-point favorites, but emerged
defeated because of many defensive errors and bad breaks.
The Tigers lost a chance to
jump into the top 10 in national
rating polls, with several top 10
teams losing, Clemson would have
surely been among the top with
a win.
The Bengal Tigers are now 6-2
for the season and 5-1 in ACC
play. Next week, if the Tigs win
over Wake Forest, they will be
the league champions for the third
time in four years.

Clemson Leads
Conference In
Total Defense

The Terps were engineered
by junior quarterback Dale Betty, who hit on seven of eight
passes for a total of 152 yards
and three touchdowns. Two of
the touchdown passes were to
Sophomore end Gary Collins
and the other to Henry Paniatowski also a sophomore end.
Maryland struck gold midway
the first quarter when Betty connected with Paniatowski from the
six for the first score scored on
Clemson in 17 quarters of play.
Vincent Scott kicked his first of
four placements and the Terps
led 7-0.
Maryland's first TD came when
Betty faked a handoff, stepped
back and threw a long pass to
end Donald Shaffer behind
the
Clemson secondary. The play
went for 47 yards before Shingler
pulled Shaffer down at the Tiger
28.
Clemson's second period touchdown came on two plays called by Harvey White. George
Usry rolled up 15 yards to the
Terp 41 for the first play. The
second was a White toss to Mathis who trotted over the goal
from the 25 for the score. White
kicked the conversion with nine
minutes left in the half.
With less than one minute left
in the half, Kurt Scwartz recovered White's fumble on the Tigs'
four. Six plays later fullback Jim
Joyce stumbled over from the one
on his fifth carry during their
recent drive. At the half the score
stood Maryland 14, Clemson 7.
Midway
the third quarter
White's first unit started from
their 22 yard line and proceeded
to cross the Terp's goal line several plays later. Cline, Mathis,
and Usry did the charging that
carried them 78 yards and concluded with Cline scampering
across from the two. White miss-

ed a two-pointer and the score
stood 14-13.
On the first play of the fourth
period Dale Betty threw a high
spiral pass to Gary Collins. The
pass was knocked down at the
eight, but Collins found it falling
into his hands as he fell across
the Tiger goal. The tally was 2013 after another of Scott's true
kicks.
A fired up Clemson eleven
took over the ball on the first
play of scrimmage after the
kickoff and moved it 26 yards
with Cline carrying. Nine plays
later
"Pogo"
Usry scooted
through a hole in the right side
of the Terrapin line for the T D.
Now, the Tigers had to get two
points to tie. Amid shouts of
"TWO, TWO, TWO" from the
cash customers, White's pass to
Gary Barnes was broken up by
Novak.
A little later in the last quarter, the Tig alternate unit took
over the ball with Shingler calling the shots. After Doug Daigneault bolted to the 50 in two
plays, Shingler fired to Harry
PavOack for 36 more yards. Two
calls later Daigneault bulled his
way over from the one. Seconds
later, Clemson fans were extremely happy when the Bengal team
kicked off with the score standing 25-21.
This joy was short lived as Nugent's fired-up boys scored with
three minutes left in the game. It
seemed the team of Betty passing
to Collins and Scott kicking was
a certain seven points any time.
Clemson's first team did not
seem disheartened as White picked out "Pogo" Usry and aimed a
pass at him. The pass never
reached "Pogo" for it was intercepted. The Tigs never regained
possession of the ball for the duration of the game so it ended in
a 28-25 defeat.

The Blue Ridge Bengals
of
Clemson are still in the driver's
seat of the ACC after their loss
to the Maryland Terrapins. The
Tigers maintain the lead because
they are first in total defense. The
Tigers have an average of only
196.6 yards per game gained
against them. The Duke Blue Devils follow the Tigers with an
average of 248.4 yards per game
In both the rushing and passing defense the Bengals are second. The Tigs have an average
of 114.4 yards per game gained
against them on the ground and
they are led in this department
only by South Carolina who has
an average of 102.8 yards per
game. In pass defense the Deamon Deacons of Wake Forest
load" the pack with an average
of 70.3 yards a game while the
Bengals aie second with a 78.5
average.
North Carolina leads in total offense with 2711 yards gained in
nine games with an average of
201.2 yards a game. The Deacons
By BOB BRADLEY
of Wake-Forest claim the number two spot with 2342 yards
Publicity Director
gained and an average of 292.7.
One Clemson player who is lookirig forward to the
The Tigers round out the top
three with 2228 yards and an av- clash with Wake Forest at Clemson Saturday is fullback
erage of 278.5.
Doug Cline. Cline, like any other player who leaves his
The Tigs also hold down the
native state to play his football elsewhere, is always
third position in rushing offense
looking
for a way to defeat a team from back home.
with 1385 yards gained on the
ground and an average of 173.1
Cline played his high school
yards a game. South Carolina is football at Valdese, N. C, and N.C. State affair this year when
first with 1671 yards and North gained a pretty good reputation a broken hand was mending.
Carolina second with a total of in the pep ranks. He enrolled at
In those eight games Cline
1620 yards.
Clemson in the course of chemi- has carried the ball 79 times
Clemson has only one player, cal engineering and has made and has a net gain of 316 yards
Harvey White, in the top ten in a niche in the classroom as well or an average of exactly 4.0.
total
offense.
White is in the as on 'he football field for the His two best games have been
fourth position having gained 574 Tigers.
against the Tar Heels when he
yards in eight games. He has an
The big fullback is hoping for
smashed for 68 yards (1959) and
average of 5.7 yards a carry out a clean sweep of "Big Four" and 67 (1958). However, his
of 101 plays. Snead of Wake For- teams this year and there's one third best was against Wake
est leads in total offense with 926 more to go. North Carolina, Forest last year when he had
yards in 169 plays with an av- N.C. State and Duke have fallen
65 yards in 17 attempts.
erage of 5.5 yards. Cummings of already this fall and a win over
Four of the eight touchdowns
North Carolina is second with 865 the Deacons could make Cline's Cline has scored in his career
yards in 155 plays and Novak of wish come true.
have come against opposition
Maryland is third with 638 yards The Tigers have a streak going out of North Carolina.
in 111 plays.
against teams from the Tar Heel By having missed one game
Arrington
of the Duke Blue state and it now stands at six this year Cline trails Bill Mathis
Devils holds down the number straight. Cline's sophomore year for the Clemson rushing lead, but
one spot in rushing with 435 (1957) Clemson took its lumps by only 19 yards. The Tar Heel
yards in 86 rushes for an aver- from North Carolina, N. C. State plunger has recorded 290 yards on
age of 5.1 yards per carry. La- and Duke and salvaged the last 69 runs and has scored 14 points
voie of South Carolina is second game from Wake Forest. The fol- on two touchdowns and two extra
with 420 yards in 97 carries for
lowing season Clemson took all points. On his nine punts this
an average of 4.3. Clemson's repthree (Duke wasn't met) and so season he has averaged 35.7 yards
resentative is Bill Mathis in the
far this season the Tigers haven't a kick.
number eight slot with 309 yards
tasted defeat from anyone north Cline is anxious to keep that
in 72 attempts for an average of
of the border, with only the Dea- streak going against North Caro4.3.
lina opposition
Saturday when
In the passing field the Tigers cons left.
have their two first rate quarter- During the past three years Wake Forest visits "Death Valbacks, White and Shingler, in top teams of the "Big Four" have ley". Seven victories in 10 games
contention. White is number four been met nine times and Cline against native competition would
in this field with 39 out of 70 has played in eight of the games. make a pretty good conversation
passes completed for 535 yards The only one he missed was the .piece in years to come.
with only one interception. He is
second in TD passes with five.
Shingler has completed 15 out of
37 with only five interceptions for
220 yards. Snead of Wake Forest
of 146 completed but with 13 interceptions for seven TD's and
Congratulates These New Members of the
920 yards.

Cline Looks Forward
To Wake Forest Game

THE TIGER BOWL
"200 Club"

BLUE WOOL
BLAZERS

$22.95
,'udge Keller

BOB NIEMEYER

245 Points

(Highest Score Bowled Yet)

JIM LOLLIS

f

The Deacons run from the
in total offense with 926 yards year with three touchdowns.
nadian.
The starting tackles will be straight "T" most of the time,
Co-captain Buck Jolly gives
on 169 plays, and he also leads
Wayne Wolfe and Al Conover. but it is expected that they will
in passing with 61 for 146 and the Deacons a fine pivot man.
Jolly underwent a leg operation These two men anchor the Wake use the winged "T" on occasseven touchdowns.
in the spring but has performed Forest line which averages ions. On pass patterns they will
Reserve strength at the quar- well this year. J. M. Lanier, a around 209 from end to end. The frequently use the halfbacks as
terback position will come from fast 198 pounder backs up Jolly. Deacon line averages almost the flankers.
Charlie Parker and sophomore
Veteran Nick Patella gives same as the Tiger forward wall.
The Tigers will try to nail
Chuck Beiley. These two men the Baptists one of the best
Senior Pete Manning, the down the championship with
will see little action during the middlemen in the ACC. Pa- number two receiver in the ACC the same starting unit that
game as Snead plays 95 per cent tella has won a letter for the in 1958 holds down one of the has been used by Coach Howof the time..
past two seasons and is con- flanks, while Bill Ruby is the ard all year. None of the
sidered a prime candidate for other end. Ruby was the top pass starting unit received a seriThe leading rusher on the
all- ACC honors. The other receiver on the freshman team ous injury last week in the
Wake Forest team is fullback
starting guard will be Larry last year, but was held out in Maryland game. Bill Mathis
Joe Bonecutter who was listed
Fleisher a 5-8, 213 pound Ca- 1958.
as a second team player at
bruised his hip slightly, but
the start of the season. The
the injury will not keep the
big fullback has rushed for
ACC's leading scorer on the
310 yards in 67 carries for an
sidelines.
average of 4.6 per carry.
Clemson has been working all
Neil MacLean, last year's
week on pass defense against
starting fullback, was injured
Wake Forest plays with the
early in the season and has not
freshman team doing the runplayed as much as was expected.
George Christopher, a freshman and number two ning. The Tigers have looked
MacLean is a top notch ball seeded in the intramural tennis tournament, looks like good this week in practice, and
carrier and good Mocker. These
they have great spirit.
two men give the Deac a strong he might have the guns to take him all the way. ChrisThe staring unit will be Sam
topher, who has a well rounded game and has been Anderson
fullback combination.
and Gary Barnes at
Speedster Jerry Ball leads the giving several.of the varsity players trouble, appears the ends, Harold Olson and Lou
crop of fine halfbacks at Wake to be in the drivers seat but still remains in the quarter- Cordileone at the tackles and
Forest. Last week against Duke,
Dave Lynn and Sam Crout at the
Ball made a spectacular touch- finals.
guards. Co-captain Paul Synder
down catch while turning in a The tournament as a whole has
will man his center spot.
He
won
his
first
match
by
destellar performance. His reserve progressed to the quarterfinals in
The starting backfield will be
fault
and
then
topped
Behbehani
strength will come from Win- the top bracket and the semi's in
composed of Harvey White at
ston Futch, a 165 pound speed the bottom. All three of the seed- 6-0, 6-1.
quarterback, Bill Mathis and
ed players have continued undeDr. Gilbert Miller carried the Pogo Usry at the halfbacks and
demon.
feated
but
will
begin
meeting
professor's hopes in the tour- Doug Cline at fullback. The TigKenny Ferrell is the number
one left halfback with Bobby each other during the latter part ney and has been doing quite ers will have a weight advantage
well. By polishing off his first
Robinson backing him up. Fer- of the week.
in the backfield of about fifteen
rell is a converted fullback and A total of 37 entries were re- three opponents with the loss pounds per man.
is a powerful runner. Robinson corded in this years tournament, of only three games he has
Clemson's other first team
led Wake Forest in scoring last some thirty more than those of moved into the semi's of the will probably start with the same
lower
bracket.
last year. However, there have
eleven they have been playing.
been numerous defaults, due to Dr. Miller will meet the winner The line has Ed Bost and Tomplayers failing to show up for of the Willimon - ChristopheV my King at the ends, Jimmy
match but the date has not been
matches.
set. One thing can be expected, King and Tiny Osborne at the
Frank Holroyd, the top seed- it will be one of the best matches tackles, Dave Olson and Calvin
ed player, ran into some diffi- of the tournament.
West at the guards and Ron
culty downing Mike Gialliard
The finals are not expected to Andreo at center.
6-4, 6-4 in his first round match be run off before the holiday's
Lowndes Shingler is the sigbut had it easier polishing off but all matches between now and nal caller on the alternate unit
Ed Dunning 6-2, 6-2.
the end should be colorful. Any- with Harold Smith and Doug
Halfback Bill Mathis and quarterback Harvey White In the other side of Holroyd's one desiring to see the matphes Daigneault at halves and Ron
lead the Tigers in most statistical phases after seven bracket, James advanced to the is welcome to the varsity courts. I Scrudato at fullback.
semi finals defeating Dave
games. Mathis is leading in scoring, having scored nine Sprouse, Ty Cline, and Jim Miltouchdowns for 58 points. Trailing Mathis is Usry, with ler.

By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Co-Sports Editor
The Clemson Tigers take on
the Wake Forest Deacons in Memorial Stadium tomorrow in a
game that could sew up the ACC
championship for the 19th ranked Bengals. Should the Tigers
defeat Wake Forest they would
be undisputed champs and claim
their 3rd ACC title, but if the
Deacs upset them the championship race could end in a three
way tie.
Clemson now has a 5-1 conference mark and Wake Forest
stands 3-2 after last weeks loss
to the strong Duke Blue Devils.
Should Wake Forest win over
the Tigers and defeat South
Carolina next week they too
would be 5-2. North Carolina is
the other team that could tie for
the title.
More than the title will be
at stake as no less than three
major bowls are eyeing the
Tigers. Clemson has been conference champs in two of the
past three seasons, and if they
win the title this year and go
on to defeat Fur ma n they
would probably get a bowl bid
from either the Gator, Orange
or Liberty Bowl.
Clemson's pass defense, which
proved highly inadequate in last
week's game with Maryland, will
get another strong test against
the bullet-armed tosses of Deac
quarterback Norman Snead. The
signal caller is leading the ACC

Christopher Shows Fine Ability
In Intramural Tennis Tournament

Shingler High

White, Mathis, Cline
Lead Tigs In Statistics

two touchdowns for 18 points. Clemson leads its opponents in scoring by a margin of 173 points to 62.
In total offense White leads
the Bengals with 39 yards rushing and 535 yards passing for
a total of 574 yards. Shingler is
second in total offense with 66
yards rushing, 289 passing, for
a total of 355 yards. Clemson
leads its opponents in total offense by a tally of 2228 to 1573
yards.
Mathis leads rushing with an
average of 4.3 yards per carry
on 72 attempts; however, powerful fullback Doug Cline is a close
second with an average of 4.2
per rush on 69 attempts. The Tigers have amassed 1385 yards
rushing as compared to 915 yards
for their opponents.
White and Shingler hold a monopoly on passing. White leads
with 535 yards gained out of 70
attempts; 39 completed. Shingler
has completed 15 out of 37 for
289 yards. White's passing average is a hefty .557 while Shingler's stands at .405. The Bengals
have passed for 843 yards while
their opponents have picked up
only 658 yards through the air.
Mathis leads the Tigers in receiving by pulling down 15 passes
for 265 yards and three touchdowns. Usry and Anderson trial
closely with eight passes received each.
Cline leads the Tigers in punting with a 35.7 yard average on
nine kicks. Mathis is following
closely with a 35.2 average on
20 punts and Shingler stands

third with an average of 28.6
yards per kick on 21 boots.
Clemson has averaged 32.5
yards per kick as compared to
31.0 for their opponents.
Usry leads in punt returns with
155 yards, with Morgan second
and Mathis third. Usry has a 10.3
average whereas Morgan has an
8.5 average on 68 yards. Mathis'
average stands at 10.1 on 71 yards.
Clemson has returned 35 punts
for 349 yards while its opponents
have returned 21 for 189.
Mathis leads in kickoff returns with a total of 228 yards
and a 38.0 average. Usry and
White are second and third in
returns for the Bengals. Overall, Clemson has returned 18
kickoff5 for a 25.9 average while
their opponents have returned
31 for a 20.9 average.
Clemson has intercepted
six
passes for 152 yards and two
touchdowns while their opponents
have stolen seven for 71 yards
and no touchdowns.
The Bengals have accumulated
118 first downs as compared to
88 by their opponents. Clemson
has been penalized 327 yards
while their adversaries have tak
en 511 yards in penalties.
Clemson has been unusually
skillful in recovering their own
fumbles. Clemson has fumbled 18
times but only lost 8 of them.
Their opponents have lost 15 of
19 fumbles.

CLEMSON, S. C.

Christopher heads the bottom
bracket and is scheduled to meet
Rusty.•Willimon in the quarters.

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM
Dempsey — — — — _ 12-19
Burns
, _
. _. 12-19
Anderson
Miller _..
Costas
Stepp
Pighead

,
„

_ —, .— —

__
_
_
__

Marterie

12-19
12-19
11-19
11-19
8-19

LAST WEEK
TOTAL
Miller _
Dempsey
Burns
Stepp _.
Anderson
Costas ....
Sterpens
Pighead _

,
__
_.,

110-150
109-150
107-150
, 106-150
103-150
64-93
43-58
62-150

ACC STANDINGS
Team
CLEMSON
North Carolina
Wake Forest
South Carolina
Duke
Maryland
N. C. State
Virginia

Conference
W L
Pet
__ 5 1
.833
4 2
.667
3 2
.600
3 2
.600
2 2
.500
2 2
.500
L _ 0' 2
.000
.... 0 4
.000

All Games

w

6
4
5
5
4
3
1
0

L
2
5
3
3
5
5
7
9

Pet.
.750
.444
.625
.625
.444
.375
.125
.000

:
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L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
Candy -- Sodas — Pennants

Ralph Marterie, maestro of
the band that's No. 1 with
college students and No. 1
with hit records, will be
hitting college campuses
again this fall as Marlboro's
musical ambassador of
good will. Don't miss
Ralph and his Marlboro
Men when they visit
your campus.

Make Our Store Your
Headquarters
Serving Clemson and Clemson
College Students Since
1908

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

The
refreshment

CLEMSON, S. C.

Terry BolllingCo.

243 Points

TIGER BOWL
COLLEGE ST.

Tigers Must Defeat Deacons To Clinch
Third Atlantic Coast Conference Title

Under Appointment From
Pepsi-Cola, New York

Anderson-Greenwood

Marlboro

The better the makin's, the better the smoke
You're smoking better when it's Marlboro
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Strong Tiger Fullback

^^

COSTAS

MILLER
Clemson over Wake Forest
Syracuse over Boston U.
Penn. State over Pitt
Illinois over Northwestern
Purdue over Indiana
Oklahoma over Iowa State
Mich. State over Miami
Tennessee over Kentucky
Maryland over Virginia
South Carolina over N. C. State
LSU over Tulane
Baylor over SMU
TCU over Rice
Washington over Wash. State
Southern Calif, over UCLA
California over Stanford
Oregon over Oregon St.

By BOB BURNS
Tiger Co-Sports Editor

Maryland Pulls Biggest ACC Upset
Maryland's Terrapins relied on one of the basic
military tactics last weekend as they pulled what will
probably be the biggest ACC upset of the year. The
element was none other than surprise, and from the
second play of the game until the final whistle the
Tigers found themselves stunned by a classic "I" offense
and their own mistakes.

Wisconsin over Minn.
Davidson over Furman
Georgia over Ga. Tech

Not only did this loss virtually ruin the Bengal
homecoming, but it also shattered Clemson's major
bowl hopes into numerous pieces. It also brought to an
end a nine game winning streak in Death Valley, where
the Tigers hadn't felt a loss since their opening game
with N. C. State two seasons ago.
Everyone seems to have somewhat of a different
opinion on why the Tigers went down in this all
important conference battle but it is a fact that it
was a very poor showing on the part of Clemson,
who was supposed to be one of the nations best
teams. The Tiger defense, which had been one of
the stingiest the ACC has ever seen almost, all but
collapsed letting Maryland cross the goal four times.
But laying aside the worst points of the game the
Tigers did look sharp offensively several times and
their comeback efforts were great. Spectatorwise, the
game was probably the most thrilling Tiger Town has
seen since the North Carolina meeting last year, only
this time Clemson lost.

Student Spirit Good But Still Needed
The Clemson spirit at homecoming has seldom been
equaled and it demands a compliment to the student
body. Only, next week the Tigers will be playing the
most important game of their season with the ACC title
hinging upon it. The student body should be behind
Clemson's eleven a 100% and not let one loss cause any
dejection.
As we have already said, Clemson will be meeting
Wake Forest tomorrow in the ACC showdown. The
Deacons have two conference losses under their belt but
both were close and to teams that fell stubbornly to
Clemson.
The game poses to be one of the best of the season with the Deacons leading the ACC in total offense and the Tigers in total defense. It is expected
to be a test of two of the best quarterbacks in the
conference with Wake's Snead challenging Clemson's White.

; Deamon Deacon Is Feature Attraction
A feature attraction is expected to be the Wake
"Demon Deacon" who stole the halftime show in last
year's homecoming before being tied to the goal post by
the "Tiger'' and Country Gentleman. Whether it will
be the same Deacon as last year, we do not know—but if
he is—fans can look forward to an enjoyable halftime
attraction.

Bowl Talk Continues Quietly
Again we would like to say something about the
Tiger's bowl possibilities but this time not quite as
loud. The loss to Maryland greatly hurt Clemson's
chances but not entirely. A good win over Wake Forest
would certainly help in the current situation.
The Cotton Bowl has already signed Syracuse as we
predicted, but the Sugar, Orange and Gator remain undecided. Clemson is still on all of these lists but somewhat low.
Currently, the Gator would seem the best possibility
of getting a bid but two new bowls, the Bluebonnet and
Liberty hold high acclaim to the Tigers. Both of these
bowls have promised a sizeable profit to the teams
selected.
The Texans sponsoring the Bluebonnet have due
respect to Clemson after viewing their game against
Rice. Also, the Liberty,, which will be held in Philacfelphia, could jump at a chance to get the Tigs.
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Intramural Football Begins Finals
As Separate League Champs Decided
Shown above is Hal Knott, one of Clemson's strong fullbacks.
Hal has done a good job this year being called upon when
starter Doug Cline became injured.

Fullback Knott Gives
Tigers Needed Depth

By Terry Kinard
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's
intramural
football entered its final period this
week with the four individual
tournaments coming to an end.
CSRA beat the Low Staters two
days in succession 22-12 and 20-6
to capture the Purple league
championship. Up until Monday,
Nov. 16, the Low Staters along
with C-7 were undefeated, but they
were both beaten.
Dorchester
County beat C-7.20-13, but C-7
came back Tuesday to beat Dorchester County 24-12 and become
the Orange league champs.

By W. C. ANDERSON
Tiger Sportswriter
The only two undefeated teams
Clemson has in its ranks probably the greatest
left is ED-4 and the Sour Grapes.
fourth team fullback on any college team. The incom- Ed-4 handily won their fifteenth
parable Hal Knott holds an impressive record consider- consecutive game over two years
and won the White league champing the chance he has had to strut his abilities.
ionship by beating Union County
Hal has been in
In on eleven
plays carrying the ball 60 yards offense and defense, his ability 51-0. The other unbeaten team, the
for a 5.5 average. He has been being evenly distributed. His Sour Grapes, had a little more
thrown for a loss only once and big chance came this year trouble than ED-4 in winning the
Blue championship by defeating
it was for one measly yard.
when Cline got hurt.
Hal has played against VirHal has suffered a definite the Owl Club 14-6.
The first two rounds of the playginia, North Carolina State, disadvantage by following in the
Georgia Tech, and University footsteps of Rudy Hayes, Mike offs will be played Monday and
of South Carolina. He scored Dukes, and Doug Cline simul- Tuesday, Nov. 23 and 24, with
his only college touchdown taneously. As is characteristic their completion after the Thanksagainst Virginia in the sec- of football, a great player has giving holidays. The all-intramurond game of the season. After been overshadowed by liis bruis- al football team will be picked
breaking loose for a brilliant ing cohorts.
after the playoffs by the refer40 yards, Knott bulled his way
Hal held an impressive record ees.
acros the goal line on the next in high school, being All-EastThere were a number of playplay. Of course, Hal felt great ern North Carolina, All District, ers, many with high school
about that one.
All State, and receiver of the backgrounding, who showed outKnott is a stocky 5-11, 200 most valuable player award. He standing ability. Some of them
pound senior from Henderson, is majoring in Industrial Man- are Tim Donahue of CSRA, KirNorth Carolina. This is his fifth agement and graduates in Jan- by of Dorchester County, Nicky
year at Clemson, since he bo- uary of this year.
Lomax and Frankie Phillips of
hunked last year. He came to
After graduation, he plans to C-7, Ed Kleckly of Charleston
Clemson in 1955 after being in- go into the army. One minor County, Hugh Litzey and Earl
flunced somewhat by Charlie thing first however—he plans to Bogardus of the Sour Grapes,
Bussey, the ace quarterback in get married the latter part of Eddie Caliper of the Numeral
the annals of Clemson football January. His fiance is originally Society.
from Henderson also.
from Henderson, but now lives
Also: O. J. Hatchel of the Low
While still attending Hender at Durham, N. C.
Staters, Jim Wells, Tommy Mcson High, Knott visited Bussey
Hal went to the Orange Bowl
and was immediately impressed with the Tigers in 1956 and to Tier, and David Sprouse of Edby the friendly atmosphere at the Sugar Bowl in 1958. He ex- 4, Butler Nanamy of Chester
Clemson. This impression later presses a desire to go to one
led to his decision to come to the more bowl before ending his colhome of the Country Gentlemen. lege career.
Hal played guard for a short
Commenting on Clemson's
time, but was switched back
bowl hopes, Hal feels that we
to fullback after the Rice gamestill have a good chance of goyear before last. He plays both
(Continued on Page 6)

County, and Rusty Willoman of
C-4. Most of these boys were important to their teams because
they were the best passers, and
the pass plays were the basis of
the offensive game.
Coach Wilhelm stated that the
boys showed good spirit and that
the participation got better every
day. Coach Wilhelm also claimed
that injuries, and a tremendous
amount of unnecessary roughness
is no trouble at Clemson as it is
at other schools. He continued by
stating that the boys play is aggressive, enthusiastic, and heated,
but that the excellent officiating

helps keep down the roughness.
The intramural basketball teams
are to be entered after Thanksgiving during the week of November 30 to December 5. Coach Wilhelm hopes to start play on December 7 with more than sixty
teams participating.
The scores of this week's intramural football games proved
there were several hard fought
contests. Tiger Staff 12, Neuman Club 9; Barnwell County
13, Spartans 12; Low Staters 32,
Tiger Staff 0; CSRA 39, Barnwell County 19; CSRA 22, Low
Staters 12; CSRA 20, Low Stat-

ers 6 (Purple champs).
Beasts 9, Bandits 0; Dorchester
County 6, Plying Tigers 0; C-7
21, Beasts 0; Dorchester County
1, York County 0; Dorchester
County 20, C-7 13; C-7 24, Dorchester County 12 (Orange
champs); Numeral Society 18,
Mudcats 12; Charleston County
14, Chester County 12.
Sour Grapes 13, Numeral Society 12; Owl Club 13, Charleston
County 12; Sour Grapes 14, Owl
Club 6 (Blue champs); Union
County 8, C-4 7; Ed-4 42, 5th Barracks 0; ED-4 51, Union County
0 (White champs).

Bengal Cheerleaders Pose At Halftime

The 1959 Clemson cheerleaders shown above are, bottom row, left to right: Erwin Abell, head
cheerleader, Nancy Edwards, Ann Sherman, Judy DeLoach. Top row: Martin Anderson,
Buddy Putman, Joe Bagwell, Paul Wright and Winston Fowler. (Tiger Sports Photo by Bill
Johnson).

New breakfast drink
you can keep in your room!

Compliments

PETE'S NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods

JOE FOOTBALL: TANG has a

SALLY SORORITY: TANG

"Serving Thii Section Since 1885"

real wake-up taste for great getup-and-go on the football field. I
drink two glasses every morning
—and watch out!

really great mornings. I always
have a jar in my room; it's so
much easier than squeezing or
unfreezing orange juice.

is

It Is Our Pleasure To Serve You
Fine Italian Food

NEW! INSTANT!

GO GREYHOUND

in

(forout'Otehis-worfd savings t)
there's no Greyhound
[Scenicrulser® Service to
outer space—yet. But if
you're rocketing home for
[the holidays, there's no
^better way to go! It costs
less than driving your own
jalopy, too. With this exclusive Greyhound Service,
you get more—pay less.
Get m orbit...goGreyhound.
UHQ,

PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
Visit Our New "Stein Room"
SERVING
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE

HIGHWAY 123 BY-PASS
CLEMSON, S. C.

PHONE 2300

HELEN HOME EC: TANG is the

perfect breakfast drink. It contains more Vitamin C and A than
orange juice and is so handy to
store on any shelf.

Just mix with cold water!

WE SPECIALIZS

LA BRASCA'S SPAGHETTI
HOUSE

LAZY LARRY: I have such trouble getting up for breakfast that
a fast glass of TANG gets me
through my first class so I can
have a late breakfast.

a

COMPARE THESE LOW,
LOW FARES;,
Columbia
$4.45*
Charlotte
4.35
Greenville
l-0r
? r
Atlanta
"

GET TANG FOR YOUR
MORE VITAMIN C
THAN ORANGE JUICE!

BOOKSHELF SOON
TANG has real wake-up taste,
more vitamin C than fresh or
frozen orange or grapefruit juice.
Plus vitamin A. TANG keeps
without refrigeration so you can
keep TANG right in your room.

"•plus tsx

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!
It's such « comfort to taka the bos... and /ears the driving to as I
A product of General Foods Kitchen)

DuBOSE
Drug Store
r

'-EMSON, S. C.

Characters and captions for campus TANG-ites (like
above). Must relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used.
WANTED:

Address: TANG College Contest, Dept. GRM, Post Division, Battle
Creek, Mich. (Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 15, 1959.)
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Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation
Offers Awards, Scholarships
A series of design programs to
encourage
undergraduates
in
engineering and architecture to
study the value of arc welding
design is being made possible by
the James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation.
The Foundation offers a program of two interdependent plans.
The award plan provides for
undergraduates to receive cash
prizes amounting to $5000 for
papers submitted describing the
design of either a machine, machine component, structure or
structural part in which significant use of arc welding is made.
Under this plan a paper can
be entered in either of two divisions—Structural or Mechanical. Divisional awards are given
as well as three Grand Awards
to best-of-program papers.
The Scholarship Plan grants the
schools of the Grand Award winners funds for use in scholarships
in the department in which the
student was registered.
Resident undergraduate students attending a school which
offers a curriculum in any branch
of engineering or architecture
may participate.
A paper may be submitted by
any student or group of students
who shall have actually organized and developed the design described in the paper. No one
student or group shall participate
in the writing of more than one
paper each year.
The student must have been
registered as a student within the
period of July 1. 1959, to July 1,
1960, but need not be registered
for the full time. Papers may
cover a design done as a part
of regular school work started before July 1, 1959, but must be
completed before July 1, 1960.
Need Not Be Built
Papers should present a design
for an arc welded machine or machine component, structure or
structural part. The structure or
part designed and described need
not actually be built. Since the
central theme is arc welding design and its values, subject matter should be a design in which
are welding is of major importance.
Papers must be a students'
own design effort. A student
may not submit a report which
only reviews the work of others.
The student should use his
imagination and ideas in applying arc welding to his own
design, thus demonstrating his
engineering design ability.
It is the particular aim of the
foundation to encourage the preparation of the type of paper
which will not interfere seriously
with the studenfs regular college
activities. The foundation encourages preparation of papers on design executed by students in regular class work, provided they con' form to the rules and conditions.
No paper shall exceed 20 pages
in length.
In rating the merits of the
papers, the Jury of Awards will
give consideration to the following general requirements, but not
necessarily in the order given:
1. Clarity of exposition of design.
2. Practicability of both finished design and method of manufacture and construction
3. Technical completeness
4. Statement of savings in cost:
economical fabrication is an important element of good design
5. Statements of other advantages, such as savings in time or
improvements in performance
6. Ingenuity and originality displayed
7. Presentation: correct use of
English, quality of drawings,
sketches or illustrative material,
neatness, succinct expression, and
adherence to the rules.
For further information, contact
the Student Aid and Placement
Office.
S5000 In Awards Given
This year 66 students in 21 colleges and universities received
$5000 in annual awards made
by The James F. Lincoln Arc

FULLBACK
(Continued from Page 5)
ing if we win the next two
games. He would like to play
LSU again, but thinks our
best chance is the Blue Bonnett Bowl in Houston or the
Liberty Bowl in Philadelphia.
He says that the spirit at practice has been good and that the
team does not feel too dejected
about last Saturday's defeat. He
thinks Clemson will bounce back
to the challenge and whip Wake
Forest to cop the Atlantic Coast
Conference Championship.
Hal is an extremely friendly
fellow, ha%-ing many friends
throughout the college. Not
knowing him, one would quickly
conclude that he is the roughest
fellow in all of Tiger Town. After saying two words, that same
person will concur that Hal has
a vivid personality, is modest in
his undertakings, and generally, a great guy to know.
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Welding Foundation in its design
competition for college engineering undergraduates.
Made to improve or lower costs
of machinery and structures, the
welded designs ranged from a
redesign of the traditionally cast
iron fire hydrant to an imaginative "hyperbolic paraboloid roof
structure".
The first award of $1250 went
to Seppo J. Viikinsalo, of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, for his design of a fire hydrant redesigned
for welding. James A. Galinsky,
of the University of Illinois, received the second award of $1000
for his design of a welded hammerhead support.
A New York University student,
Robert Silman, received the third
award of $500, made for the design of a welded aluminum hyperbolic paraboloid roof structure.

Interview Schedule
Nov. 23 - Dec. 4
MONDAY
Union Carbide Nuclear Company, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Chemistry, ceramic engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
math and physics.
TUESDAY
Union Carbide Nuclear Company, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Chemistry, ceramic engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
math and physics.
MONDAY
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Ceramic engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, and
mechanical engineering.
Babcock and Wilcox Company
Ceramic engineering, electrical engineering and
mechanical engineering.
Sears Roebuck and Company
All degrees.
TUESDAY
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Ceramic engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, and
mechanical engineering.
The Trane Company
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical
engineering and mechanical engineering .
WEDNESDAY
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Ceramic engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, and
mechanical engineering.
Champion Paper and Fibre Company
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical
engineering and mechanical engineering.
Potomac Electric Power' Company
Electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
W. T. Grant Company
Arts and Sciences, education and industrial management.
THURSDAY
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
Chemistry, chemical engineering, civil engineering
and industrial engineering.
Chemstrand Corporation
Chemistry, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics and textile chemistry.
The Kroger Company
Agricultural economics, animal husbandry, arts and
sciences and industrial management.
FRIDAY
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va.
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, math and
physics.
Chemstrand Corporation
Chemistry, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics and textile chemistry.
The Kroger Company
Agricultural economics, animal husbandry, arts and
sciences and industrial management.

Homecoming Queen Receives Crown At Game

ly large without our being aware
of it.
Tax-preferred fringe benefits
going to workers outside of agriculture and government have increased, according to Dr. Macaulay, from $15.5 billion in 1953 to
$22 billion in 1957.
He states that this jump is
further emphasized when we see
that tax-preferred benefits are
rising more rapidly than taxable
wages.
Describes Fringe Benefits
Dr. Macaulay describes existing fringe benefits and traces the
history of their growth. To determine if tax preference is involved, he examines the present
treatment of particular fringe
benefits and of fringe benefits
as a whole.
Various inequalities or inconsistencies in tax treatment are
brought to light and recommendations are made for alternative
tax treatment in certain cases,
writes Dr. Macaulay.
He further states that fringe

Spirit Of Thanksgiving Means More
Than Another Commercial Holiday

Student Gov't.
Delegates To Meet
In Stale Assembly

ISA SKIT

LONDON FOG
$25.00

HCNS

Tigerama is co-ordinated by
Blue Key and financed by the
Alumnae Association.

benefits may include pensions,
life insurance and social security, as well as day-to-day ameliorations of working conditions.
They affect the lives of most
working men and women and
their families.
According to Dr. Macaulay, the
extension of fringe benefits and
their tax treatment are therefore vital questions for a large
majority of employers and employees in the United States.

Black Flannel and
Fur Lined Gloves,
Plastic Suit Bags,
Jantzen Crew Neck
Sweaters

HOKE SLOAN

WELCOME CLEMSON STUDENTS
TRY OUR

Steak House Special
Western Steak
French Fried Potatoes
Cole Slaw and Sliced Tomatoes
with French Dressing
Hot Grits and Butter

CORRECT ATTIRE

Desert: Home Made Pie with Whipped Cream
Drink

from:

DAVENPORT'S

36 New Members Added In
Pershing Rifles Initiations

Initiation of the new members from Spartanburg. The Public Inthe Pershing Rifles ended today. formation Officer is James L.
The initiation has been going on Adams of Spartanburg.
Members Include
all this week, adding 36 new memNew members include Herbert
bers to the group.
Two initiations are held by the R. Allen, Conway; Stephen H.
William A.
group for new members each year. Best, Hinesville;
The first initiation, an informal Blackwood, Spartanburg; Ken C.
one, is the one which took place Blakney, Kershaw; William S.
R.
during the past week. The formal Brant, Allendale; Edward
initiation will be held sometime Bryan, DX Walterboro; James
K. Caughman, Lexington.
later in the year.
Also Robert F. Dansby, Jr.,
The new members must be
sophomores to be eligible for North Augusta; H. R. Dunbar,
selection. The selection is made Jr., Charleston; M. K. Gravely,
by the old members after two Seneca; N. P. Gray, Clemson; C.
H.
weeks of preperatory drill. C. Hagood, Easley; Jerry
During these two weeks, the Harmon, Lexington; Russ B. Hernew members are given var- bert, Savannah, Ga., Frederick
S. Hughes, East Northport, N. Y.
ious instruction that will aid
Also, C. L. Jones, Blackville;
them in the final selection.
Willis A .King, Clemson; Walter
The new members are selected
H. Knox m, North Augusta; W.
on the basis of their appearance
M. Leaptrott, Porte Vedra Beach,
In the picture at left Is the new Homecoming Queen Miss Dale Newton. On the right she is in the uniform, their ability on Fla.; Milton Miles, Dallas, Texas;
the drill field, their efficiency in
shown as Mr. Tom Millford crowned her as Erwin Abel and Booty Roberts look on. Seated
R. H. Mitchell, Greenville; Mararound the queen were her attendants Diane Shenck, Alice Pruitt, Pat Satterfield, Rose Rog- the handling of the rifle, and sev- vin D. Moore, Hemingway; Lareral
other
things.
ers, Nancy Jane Crook and Wynn Horton. (Tiger Sports Photos by Bill Johnson.)
ry E. McCullough, Newberry;
The Pershing Rifles perform John P. Parker, York.
every year at the Cherry BlosAlso Jimmy A. Poston, Pamsom Festival in Washington. Al- lico; William E. Smith, Union;
so, they have been featured at I. Franklin Whaley, Columbia;
parades, half time shows, and oth- G.
W.
Wise,
Bakersfield,
er occasions. The group is now Calif. Jack H. Wood, Jr, Anawaiting offers to perform in the derson; J. H. Yarborough, Mivarious homecoming parades.
ami, Fla.; William D. Carson,
By HERBERT ROWLAND
This year the leader of the Summerton; Harry C. Sammeaning of deprivation to realize little time to think about the real
Tiger Feature Writer
what it means to not have prop- meaning of Thanksgiving,
but group is Jim Thomas of Green- ples, North Augusta; Marvin L.
Thanksgiving Day, that time of er food, clothing or shelter. But wouldn't it be a good idea to let ville, and the Assistant Leader Buchanan, Travelers Rest.
Also Thomas L. Weeks, Hickory
the year when trees are almost even more important is the free- the spirit of this holiday
last is Tommy Etheridge of North. The
bare of leaves. . .fall is waning, dom that is, for the most part, throughout the year rather than Business Managers are Don R. Grove; Patrick McMullan, MiGreer and Robert B. Greer, both ami, Fla.; and Newton F. Manand winter is just around the taken for granted in this nation just one day?
ly, North Augusta.
corner. Stores are starting to dis- of ours.
I would venture to say that if
play their Christmas merchanIf any of us had ever lived in someone kept a list of what he
dise; turkeys are the popular a country where it would cost
considered to be items worth givbirds in town, and football sea- your life to speak against the ing thanks for, it would take more
son is drawing to a close.
government or express an opin- than one day to just read them
Those of us who haven't been ion contrary to government doc- without individual consideration.
home since early September are trine, this word "freedom" would But if this spirit of Thanksgiving
anxious to start that trip; every- have more meaning when a time had been followed throughout the
one is anxious to leave school, to give thanks was presented.
year the task would be much easDelegates from Clemson stuand professors are frantically
The entrepreneurs that
have ier on Thanksgiving Day.
dent government will assemble I
rushing to cram in that last test made such a commercial thing
in Columbia Dec. 3, 4 and 5 to|
What is Worth Thanks?
before we all get away for a out of our holidays should even
Then we come to the prob- participate in the South Carobrief vacation.
pause to give thanks on the
lina Student Legislature.
These things are associated fourth Thursday of this month. It lem of just what is worth giving
Bills of statewide importance
with the first holiday of the is possible that some of those who thanks for. Often a thing that and election of officers are on
seemed
a
detriment
at
the
time
group that will end with a wild would inaugurate new holidays for
the agenda to be considered by
celebration of the new year's commercial purposes would like to turns out to be a "blessing in dis- the representatives from the
coming, but aren't we missing see Thanksgiving as a more min- guise." On the other hand, an ocit state's colleges and universities.
the real meaning of Thanksgiv- or holiday than it is, because it currence that seemed when
Jim Creel, secretary of the
happened
to
benefit
us
greatly,
ing if all we think about is the has less value to them than other
senior class, stated that an "inmay
in
the
long
run,
turn
out
to
holiday itself?
holidays like Christmas and Easbe against us entirely. Complica- fluential speaker from WashWebster defines Thanksgiving ter.
tions thus cloud the issue and we ington" is expected to address
Day as, "A day set apart each
The date of Thanksgiving was become confused, often just giv- the assembly at the annual
year for thanksgiving and praise
banquet Thursday evening in
changed during the 'thirties to ing up completely.
to God." Is this day really set
the Russel House.
give
businessmen
a
longer
sellMany
sermons
have
been
givaside for the purpose set forth in
Seven bills are scheduled to
en
on
how
we
ought
to
give
the definition, or do we use it for ing period between Thanksgivbe reviewed at the Senate and
some other purpose that destroys ing Day and Christmas.
Still thanks, but if an individual House committee meetings Frifeels sincerely that he has noththe true thought behind Thanks- this much abused and misused
ing for which to be thankful, day morning. Among the progiving Day?
holiday
should
be
used
by
this
wouldn't
it be a farce to give posals, the blue laws and local
All Know Story
option were debated upon last
thanks
just
to satisfy society?
We all know the story of the group to give thanks for someyear.
first Thanksgiving as celebrated thing, even if it is just that
Thus
the true meaning of
The new drafts include bills
by the Pilgrims; how they gave they have the right to appeal Thanksgiving Day lies within each to raise teacher's salary, adthanks for the meager blessings,
for date changes or that higher of us. The day itself is only a just tax rates of industries,
by our standards, that had been
symbol: If it means no more to call a constitutional convenbestowed upon them during the prices can be charged this year you than turkey and cranberry tion, and raise the voting age
than last.
hard year past.
sauce, or a big parade that be- from 18 to 21 years of age.
Yet today, with all the many We, as college students, have gins the Christmas season, or simSaturday morning the senate
things we have to be thankful for,
ply a short break from the mo- and house will elect their offifew stop long enough during the
notony of college, that is all right, cers after which the new posirush to make the most of the
for to say that it means more tion of governor will be filled
(Continued
from
Page
1)
short vacation obtained because of
and not be sincere would be far at a general assembly.
Fireworks
Conclude
Program
the holiday, to even give token
worse.
thanks.
Tigerama ended with a breath Thanksgiving has come a long
It is true that Thanksgiving taking and ear shattering 20 way since that first celebration
Clemson Men, For
Day has been changed a lot minutes of electronically con- on the rocky New England coast.
Your Clothing
since the Pilgrims first started trolled fireworks. The taping of With all the changes that have
. . the main coat you need
the custom, but the fact re- Tigerama was effective in that resulted through the years, it is
Needs, Shop
NATURAL - BLACK
mains that it is still an Ameri- the dialogue and music were deubtful that the Pilgrims would
can holiday; a time for Ameri- quite distinct.
recognize it.
cans everywhere to stop in their
The officers for Tigerama were Still Thanksgiving Day has its
campus shop
mad everyday whirl and at
Bob Boles, director; Luther meaning, different to each of us
2nd floor
least think about the blessings
Bigby, assistant directors; Mose j perhaps, but as long as it has
with which we are all endowed.
MacFie, technical director; Jim some significance that causes us
It is indeed difficult for we who
Scott, pubicity director; Ray to consider our many blessings, it
have never really known the
Griffin, director of skits; and vail remain the holiday we call
clothes men like
Dave Poole and Bob Nalley, per- Thanksgiving, and not just CLEMSON - SENECA
anderson, s. e.
"Turkey Day."
sonnel directors.

Hugh Macauley, Former Clemson
Professor, Writes Economic Book
Fringe Benefits and Then- Federal Tax Treatment by Hugh H.
Macaulay, Jr., has recently been
released by the Columbia University Press.
The book, 246 pages in length,
may be obtained from the Columbia University Press, Morningside Heights, New York 27,
N. Y., for $6.50.
Dr. Macaulay was formerly
professor of Economics at
Clemson, leaving here last
summer to join the Tax Analysis Staff of the United States
Treasury Department. He had
been a member of the Clemson faculty for 9 years.
In his book, Dr. Macaulay
looks at the effects on economic
activity and on the federal tax
system of preferential tax treatment for fringe benefits.
He has brought together information that has heretofore
remained in separate studies by
presenting a coherent body of
material which shows that fringe
benefits have grown surprising-
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FOR ONLY —$1.10
Or You May Have The Above with
HAMBURGER STEAK For Only

95c

wallers & hillman

SHOP

No. 8

KGDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Big laugh
5. It's very constricting
8. Berries in
Bronx?
12. Repulsive type
13. Fail without
the "F"
14. Sundry assortment
15. Make it dill-y
and it's a
Swedish
17. Not a woman
author
IS. Nut who sounds
buggy
19. Odd-balls arc
21. Current
expression
23. Start hunting^
j 24. ff'* heroine
made cigarettes
(not Kools!)
j 26. Doggy frosh
29. Gew*s companion
30. Pitts' fore- runner
31. Double-hull boat
33. It's'either
34. Pony-tail
temptation
i 35. Menthol Magic
makes Kools
taste
40. Describing
bathrooms
43. Feel seepy?
Have a little
anoozy
44. Unbalanced
upper .
46. Subject of
Mexican bull
session
47. Heel's alter ego
48. Snicker
49. Old card game;
go away

8

50. It's backward
in fraternity
51. Watch over

DOWN
1. Atomic or
aerosol
2. Exclamatory
molding
3. Small boy*"
club!
4. Festival
5. Sheepish
expression
6. Texas' money
7. "Come up,
up to
Kools"
8. Lollabrigidian
9. He's in balance
10. Monroe-like
kiss feeling
11. Area of defense
16. Tell all
20. Rutgers' routine
22. Kool is
America's most
refreshing
25. "Iz
so?"
26. Snooty London
street
27..The 50 best
28. Humor's black
sheep
30. Goofiest
31. Not a pro'
32. Numbers'
racket
35. Baby beds
36. Kool, from the
wrong end, see
37: Pound of
poetry
38. Shaw's
St. Lawrence
39. Cheer from the
bottom up
'41. Not a bit odd
42. Colored fatally!
45. Type of green.

25

28

41

42

30

129
132

131
34

133
37

27

23

'AREVOUKODL
ENOUGH TO
24
KRACK THIS?"

36

26

20

19

18

35

11

17

16

15

10

14

13

12

9

140

38
45

43

144

46

147

[48

49

50

51

Whet, your throat tells )
you i& time -for a change, j
you need
/
a real change...
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YOU NEED THE

Eat The Best For Less At

207 N. MAIN ST.
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
"VARSITY TOWN CLOTHES"

SEIGLER'S STEAK HOUSE
Main St., Walhalla, S. C, Highway 28
Mountain Rd., 18 Miles from Clemson

OF

KGDL

HUD HtTHOt.
KIN G-SIZE

Pmwrette^ 1
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